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Abstract 

Masl.er of Educalion 

Causes behind gender difference in mathematics: an 

exploratory study in BRAe schools 

This dissertation explores the causes behind gender difference in BRAe 
schools .The problem was derived from previous studies, which confirm 
gender difference in mathematics in BRAe schools. ExploratOl)' as well 
as qualitative research strategy was used for the purpose. Because, such 
strategy was thought suitable to find out the causes and the causes behind 
the causes of the problem from different points of view. The study was 

.... conducted in three BRAe schools, situated in a remote rural area of 
Bangladesh. The data were colJected mainly from classroom observation. 
Besides, the students, parents, teachers programme organizers, teacher 
trainer and other concerned persons were interviewed. Six case studies 
were also done. All the data were collected by the researcher. Although 
overall teaching learning process in BRAe schools was satisfactory 
towards quality education but evidence of gender discrimination was in 
place. The main causes of gender difference in mathematics are the 
deprivation of the girls in family, society and schools, discriminatory 
attitude to the girls by the teachers and the peer boys, and the inside 
weaknesses of the BRAe school programme. Gender imbalance against 
girls ·is a serious issue in the present day world including Bangladesh. 
Some recommendations are made in order to remove the gender gap in 
mathematics in BRAe schools. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

The word "gender" has been known to us in grammar as biological difference 

between men and women but nowadays it is being used differently. In its new 

incarnation gender refers to the soeio-cultural definition of mcn and women, the 

way societies distinguish them and assign roles (Bhasin, 2000). According to 

Coltrane (1998), gender refers to what it means to be a man or a woman in a 

specific time and place. Gender describes how, in a particular culture, the 

typical man is supposed to present himself (as masculine) and how the typical 

woman is supposed to present herself (as feminine). The meaning of gender 

changes significantly from era to era and from culture to culture. For ages it 

was belicved that different characteristics, roles and status accorded to women 

and men in society are determined by biology or sex, that they are natura 1 and 

therefore unchangeable. This is not the case in present day. 

,. 
From. the very beginning of the civilisation, women are treated as inferior to 

men. Aristotle called male principle active, and, the femalc passive. For him a 

female was a "mutilated male" someone who does not have a soul. In this view, 

the biological inferiority of a woman also makes her inferior in her capacities, 

her ability to reason and therefore to make decisions. Because the male IS 

superior and the female inferior, men are born to rule and women born to be 

ruled. Aristotle said, "The courage of a man is shown In commanding, of a 

woman in obeying". (Cited in Bhasin, 2000). Sigmund Freud stated that for 

women, "anatomy is destiny". Freud's normal human was male, the female was a 

deviant human being (Cited in Bhasin, 2000). At this modern age, civilisation 

vjews women have been changed but they are still oppressed all over the world. 

In Bangladesh, women are not getting opportunities as men are, rather they are 

oppressed in social, cultural, economical and educational activities (Nath et aI, 

1997). 
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1.1 Gender status in Society 

For ages, there has been gender difference in social, cultural, economical, 

religious and educational activities all over the world. The progress of women in 

these aspects is not as glorious as that of men. They are treated as inferior to 

men. In course of time the differentiation between men and women are 

decreasing in some areas but gender status is still unequal against women 

through out the world. 

Over worked and underpaid is an apt discrimination to women all over the 

world. Women's labor accounts [or two-thirds of the world's work hours, yet 

they receive only 10% of the total income and they are the owner of lesH,than 

1 % of the property (Cited in Tiano S, 1997). The United Nations de~Jared 

"1975-J985" the decade for women for the recognition of women's 

disadvantaged status. The goals of the decade for women still remain largely 

unfulfilled, so that much of the earth's female population, particularly in the 

underdeveloped regions of Africa, Asia and Latin America remains poor and 

powerless. In Africa, 70% of total agricultural production is produced by 

women. There are tribes in India where women work and men laze around 

(Singhi, ] (98). In South Asia, social and cultural inferiority imposed on women 

and at present, in almost e-very area, women lag behind men.· In BangJadesh, 

48.58% of the population are women and they are situated in a subordinate 

position in terms of standard measurements of human development. The women 

in Bangladesh having low literacy rale, wage rate and even life expectancy. 

They lack access to economic and informational resources because of their low 

status in the society. Bangladesh and Nepal are the only two countries in the 

world where women's life expectancy is lower than that of men (Royal 

Netherlands Embassy, 1996). The disadvantaged situation of women is not only 

a direct consequence of lad of access to resources, but also more importantly 

practical ideology, cultural values and attitudes in all levels of society (BRAC, 
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1998). Allhough, most of the people in Bangladesh live below the poverty line, 

the burden of poverty falls disproportionately on women. The female-headed 

households are the most disadvantaged in our country. Among the female

headed households 96% live below the poverty line. (Royal Netherlands 

Embassy, 1996). A World Bank study (1996) clarifies the rate of women 

employment in Bangladesh is one of the lowest in South Asia after Pakistan. 

Another study of ILO in 1994 has found women employment to occupy 41.1 % of 

the total labor force, 83% of these women are unpaid family workers. (Royal 

Netherlands Embassy, 1996). Besides, 90% of all economically active women 

are agriculture workers. The World Bank blames the strong gender 

discrimination for the low rate of women's employment. 

Of all the discrimination and denial of opportunity that women of South Asia 

suffer, perhaps the most damaging is the denial of the right and opportunity to 

education (Mahbub VI Haq Human Development Centre, 2000). Education is the 

key to breaking the vicious circle of ignorance and exploitation and empowering 

women and girls to improve their lives. During the last 20 years significant 
i" , 

progress has been taken place in education but vast gaps remain between the 
,. 

educational achievement of men and women and of boys and girls. According to 

Mahbub VI Haq Human Development Centre (2000), adult literacy rate and 

cnrolement ratio are two indicators measuring gender gaps in education. While 

in the developing countries the average for female literacy rates has increased 

from 32 to 63 percent between 1970 and 1997, tlle South Asian average has 

increased only from 17 to 37 percent (VNDP, 1999). Among the total illiterate 

population in South Asia 63% are women and of the total out of primary school 

children, 71 %are girls (Mahbub VI Haq Human Development Centre, 2000). 

Bangladesh, a developing country of South Asia, yet to achieve the minimum 

target of universal primary education. Moreover, there are gender differences in 

every levels of education in Bangladesh. In 1997, the primary enrolment rates 

for boys and girls were respectively 80% and 70%, while the secondary 
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enrolment rates were respectively 27% and 16%. The adult literacy rates of male 

and female were respectively 58% and 27%. Sixty nine percent boys and 67% 

girls completed the primary cycle in 1994 (Mahbub Ul Haq Human Development 

Centre, 2000). There are invisible and visible inequalities within household. The 

point is that women and men may experience poverty unequally in different 

ways. Thus the poor women of Bangladesh represent the most vulnerable and 

thus marginalised in Bangladeshi society (Jennings, 1990). 

1.2 Gender Status in Mathematics 

It is well established that there is gender difference in mathematics. A series of 

studies have shown that the performance of boys in mathematics is better than 

that of girls. (Sllkthankar, 1999; Bero, 1993; Southerland, 1989). The girls are 

treated as inferior being since their birth and later they are depriv'ed of s'Ocial, 

cultural, economical and educational activities. Parents trcat boys and girls 

differently form birth. Even they are more physically active with boys than 

girls. Boys are given more spatially complex toys as damp trucks and tools, on 

the other hand the girls are given feminine toys as dolls and dishes. Masculine 

activities are treated superior to feminine ones (Hilgard et ai, 1975). The 

differences contribute to the well-documented gender gaps in spatial ability. 

Spatial ability, an important component of math skills, facilitates 

comprehension of abstract mathematical concepts used in geometry, 

trigonometry and calculus (Gutbezahl J ERIC/CSMEE database, article ED 

380279). Moreover, teachers expect less academic activities from girls than 

boys. Boys are praised for their ability when they do well and criticised when 

they don't. Girls are complemented on their hard work and better performance 

when they succeed in math but they are told dull when they fail. Thus both 

parents and teachers expect girls to do poorly in Mathematics. Their failures are 

accepted as a necessary shortcoming of being female. So, girls do not have 

confidence towards mathematics as the boys have (Gutbezahl J ERICICSMEE 

database, article ED 380279). 
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Bangladesh, a developing country, having a very low level of literacy. To 

eradicate the illiteracy, initiatives have been taken both by the government and 

by the non-governmental organisations (NGOs). The lives of boys and girls are 

highly differentiated in Bangladesh and unfortunately like other social, cultural, 

economic and educational activities gender differentiation in mathematics lies 

here (Nath et ai, 1997; Khan, 1995). Generally, the Bangladeshi children start 

learning mathcmatics [rom class I (Onc) though arithmetic. From the very 

beginning, malhematics is feared by most of the pupils, but they have to do 

mathematics as a compulsory subject up 10 grade X. In early 1992, a survey was 

conducted in Bangladesh to assess the basic educational level of the children 

(Chowdhury et ai, 1992). The study identified gender differences in 

mathematical knowledge of Bangladeshi children. It was shown that the 

performance of the boys in mathematics is significantly better than that of the 

girls. Another study has shown that after completing primary education, 93.3% 

boys and 81. 5% girls achieved the minimum level of numeracy skills (Nath and 

Chowdhury, 1999). In Bangladesh, educational research is very poor and until 

now,no study has been undertaken to find out the causes behind gender gap in , 

mathematics education (Nath et aI, 1997). 

1.3 BRAe and its Education Programme 

BRAC, the largest non- governmental organisation in Bangladesh, has been working towards 

pOVClty alleviation and empowerment of the peoplc whose lives are afflicted by extreme povelty, 

illiteracy, diseases and other handicaps since 1972 (BRAC, 1999). As the women are the most 

disadvantaged section of the Bangladeshi popUlation they arc the targeted beneficimies of all the 

developml.'Ut programmes of BRAC. BRAC is working along side the government and other 

non-governmental organisations to achieve 'Education for All' (EF A). For this purpose, BRAC 

operates two models of education programme. One is Non FOImal Primary Education (NFPE) 

and the other is Basic Education for Older Children (BEOC). The NFPE programme was 

initiated in 1985 for the ch.ildren aged 8-10 years, aiming to improve the basic literacy situation 
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in the country. On the other hand, the BEOC model was initiated in 1988 for the children aged 

11-16 years. At the beginning, the NFPE programme was up to grade TIl, which is updated to 

grade V two years ago. Today, there are more than 34,000 NFPE schools operating in rural and 

urhan Bangladesh, specially for the children who have either never entered school or have 

dropped out before acquiring any reading, writing or numeracy skills. BRAC also set up the 

Education Supp0I1 Programme (ESP) to support other NGOs providing non-fOimal system of 

schooling (BRAC, 1999). To contribute 10 education morc strongly, BRAC is operating a new 

approach of education called Hard-to-Reach for the urban area. Moreover, BRAC is also 

contributing in education through Urban schoo~ Pathagar, Gonokendra, Adult Literacy Centers 

and Schools for Ex-Garments workers. Among all the education programmes of NGOs in 

Bangladesh, NFPE of BRAC is the largest one and operating all over the country. Over three 

fourths of the students covered by NGO schools are in BRAC schools (Chowdhury et a~ 1999). 
" 

Over 70% ofille students ofBRAC schools are girls and 97% of the teachers are female @RAC, .... 
1997). The NFPE programme of BRAe is called a 'success story' because of its different 

features (BRAC, 1997). Features that make the BRAC school successful are focused on girls, 

reasonable class size, active parents and community involvement, flexible school timing, easy 

accessibility, one room school house, learning tlu'ough CO-cul1"icular activities, regular 

supervision, regular training of the teachers and female teacher. The teacher-students ratio in 

BRAe school is I :33, which is 1 :60 in govemmcnt primary schools (BRAC, 1997). The class is 

divided into five or six groups with certain names. There is a leader in every group, generally a 

girl. She inquires after. the well being of the students and invites a. student from their groups-to. 

select a topic for the morning talk session. TIle student talks for 2-3 minutes. 11us exercise is to 

develop herlhis articulation and oratory skills. An essential feature of BRAC !lchoo]s is the 

involvement of the community throUgll regular parents teacher meetings and through the 

activities of the school management committee. Besidcs, the role of POs is very important in 

rWllling BRAC schools. TIIere are about 10 schools under each PO. TIley maintain regular 

conununication with the parents to ensure the presence of the students. Moreover, the duties of 

the P08 are to make sure that the schools are running smoothly. Rigidity of school time is a 

common reason for student dropouts. Most children of BRAC school are needed to work at home 

or in the fields during the harvest season, which makes regular attendance a problem. To ensure 

the regular presence of every child, the BRAC school hours are flexible based on agreemcnts 
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between the teacher and the parents. Many parents are reluctant to send their children, especially 

girls to schools, because the schools are situated far from their homes. However, the BRAe 

schools are located near the homes of the students and teachers. It is easier for girls to attend 

school. On the other hand, parents, children and the teachers develop a sense of security since the 

schools are located in their own neighborhood. This also enables the children to receive 

individual attention from the tcacher after school hours, if nccessary. Generally a BRAC school 

is a bamboo or mud walled rOom ""ith thatch or lin roofs. The schoolhouse rented by BRAC for a 

minimal sum. Another very important features of BRAC schools are its participatory and life 

related curriculum. If the cun1culum is not life related the learners cannot achieve a . meaningful 

education. Thus, the design of the NFPE programme encourages a leamer-centered and a 

participatory approach within a constructive leaming environment. The cuniculum of BRAC 

school is designed to be relevant to rural life and to suit the special needs of rural children. There 

are more ",·ays followed by the BRAC schoolteachers to teach tIlan by just reading a textbook. A 

good amowlt of time is spent each day on games and fun activities i. e. singing, dancing, story 

telling and acting, many of which are related to exercising, a11iculation, observation skills, co

ordination of,the different pa11s of the body, and clarity of speech. The teachers are given three

day "refreshers training" in every month, so that they can teach effectively. The entire above 

stated feature has made the BRAC NFPE programme different from other primary education 

programmc. The level of basic education achievcd by tIlC graduatcs of BRAC schools is 

monitored regularly (Nath et a~ 1998, 1996, 1994 & 1992). Studies shown that around 70% of 

the graduates could pass the minimum criteria of basic education (Nath et a~ 1998 & 1996). 

Another study coninmed that IDe learners of BRACschools are more likely to achieve more in 

baKic educajjon test than the leamers of formal Schools (Nath, .1997). 

1.4 Gender gap in mathematics achievement in BRAe School: 

In early 1992, for the first time, a survey was conducted in Bangladesh to assess 

the basic education level among the children aged 11-12 years. (Chowdhury et 

aL 1992). The study was repeated in 1993 (Nath et ai, 1993). Both the studies 

identified gender differences in the mathematical knowledge of Bangladeshi 

children. After that, a series of studies conducted on BRAC school graduates 
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showed that gender difference was there in numeracy (Nath et ai, 2000, 1998, 

19% and 1994). 

Ta ble 1: Percentages of BRAC School graduates satisfies minimum 

requirements in numeracy skills by year and sex 

Sex 

Year Boys Girls All Significance 

1995 98.0 94.5 95.5 p<.OOI 

1997 97.3 91.4 93.5 p<.OOI 

1999 98.7 91.4 89.1 p<.OOl 

., 

Tablc 1 Prescnts level of Numeracy skills of the boys and girls 'in different 

years. In each year the boys performed significantly better than the girls 

(p<. 00 1). Another study observed that socio-economic differentiation was there 

in the mathematics performance of the BRAC school students (Natll, 1998). 

The 1998 study observed equal level of statistically significant gender 

diffcrencc among thc graduates of both NFPE and BEOC schools. For the boys 

. the standard deviation of NFPE and BEOC school graduates were 1.2 and 0.8 

respectively while that were 1.7 and 1.7 for the girls. The standard deviation of 

number of correct answers was higher for girls than boys. Thus a significant 

gender difference was appeared against girls. The mean difference between boys 

and girls was lower among the currently enrolled children than non-enrolled 

childrcn and among thc youngcr children than the oldcr. Greatcr gender 

difference was also seen among the children of never schooled parents compared 

to the children of the parents with some ycars of schooling. The gender 

difference was varied according to religious belief of the respondents. The 

difference was higher among the Muslims than non-Muslims. On average, the 

non-Muslim children showed significantly better performance than the Muslims. 
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1.5 Rationale of the Study 

A scries of studies conducted all BRAe school graduates confirmed gender 

difference in mathematics achievement (Nath et ai, 2000, 1998 & 1996). 

However, it did not make any attempt to explore why such difference exists. 

Nath (1998) felt the need for further research to find out the causes behind 

gender difference in mathematics in BRAe schools. This study is dedicated to 

do so. If the situation is not remedied soon the women will be deprived from 

every aspects of life-that is badly unexpected by BRAe. In the present day 

situation, it is an unavoidable demand of time to find out the causes behind 

gender difference in mathematics. Besides, BRAe is taking further initiatives 

for primary education and thinking about secondary education (Nal.il, 1997). So, 

it is the lime to find oul the causes of gender differences in mathematics and to 

take steps to remedy those. 

1.6 Aims of the Research 

The aims of ,the study are to: 

I. Explore the causes behind gender difference in mathematics education in 

BRAe schools. 

2. Explore whether the teachers and programme organisers are aware of this 

problem and the steps they considered to resolve the problem. 

3. Make some suggestions that may help to remedy the situation. 
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Chapter Two: Research strategy 

This Chapter explores strategies for educational research that are relevant to 

present study. At the beginning of the chapter the concept of social research is 

presented. Then exploratory research is discussed as a part of social research. At 

the end of the chapter the relevance of exploratory approach to educational 

research 18 presented. This was done because present study is an exploratory 

study. 

2.1 Social Research 

. Social Research is a collection of methods for producing systemic scientific 

knowledge about the social world. It is a process of discovery that requires 

personal integrity, a tolerance for ambiguity and an effort in doing bigh quality 

work. In another word, social research is a process for producing new 

knowledge about the social world in more structured, organised and systematic 

ways (Ncwman, 1991). Social research involves many things. Newman (1991) 

has slated nine things that may be included in social research. These arc: (1) 

Finding out something new and original, (2) Thinking and communicating 

clearly, (3) Using imagination and creativity, (4) Repeating many steps over and 

over, (5) Confining theories or ideas with facts in a systematic way, (6) 

Following rules and thinking logically, (7) B-eing Sensitive to ethical and moral 

ways to treat other people, (8) Organising and planning carefully, and (9) 

Learning how to select a proper technique to answer a question. However, 

obviously these are also important in any scientific research. 

People conduct social research for multi-purposes. Some want to answer 

practical questions for instanc.e people who work for newspapers, television 

networks, market research agencies, schools, hospitals, social service agencies, 

political partics, consulling firms, government agencics, personnel departments, 

public int<::rest organisations, insurance companies, or law firms do social 

10 
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research as part of their jobs. Students, professors, professional researchers, 

scientists, in universities and research centers and the government also do basic 

social research. The findings of social researches are usually or more 

informative that help in making, unbiased decisions rather than taking a 

decision by guessing, hunches, intuition and personal experience. 

There arc many kinds of social research. Two broad categories arc qualitative 

and quantitative social research. Social researchers systematically collect and 

analyses empirical evidence in order to understand' and explain social life. Out 

of two major approaches of research qualitative and quantitative-social research 

is related more with qualitative approach (Newman, 1991). A qualitative 

researcher goes about this differently than a quantitative researcher does. The 

most obvious difference is qualitative data, which tend to be in the form of 

words, sentences, statements and paragraphs rather than numhers. Qualitative 

researchers rarely use the tools of quantitative research such as variables, 

reliability, statistics, hypothesis, replication and scales. The orientation of 

qualitative research, its assumptions about social life, its objectives for 

research, and the way it deals with data are often at odds with quantitative 

approach. (Newman, 1991). Such differences can create confusion among 

students, researchers and thc readers of research reports. Those who judge 

qualitative research by quantitative stanuarus are sometimes disappointed. 

Nonetheless, more people find reports of qualitative research more enjoyable to 

read. In lieu of a formal, neutral tone with statistics, qualitative reports often 

contain rich description, colorful detail and unusual characters. They give a feel 

for social settings to the reader. Social research is for, about and conducted by 

people. In spite of all the discussions about its principles, rules or procedures 

social research has a strong human element. 

2.2 Exploratory Research 

Of all the approaches of social research, exploratory research is an important 

one. Exploratory research is generally conducted about a new issue (Newman, 
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1991). Sometimes it is called as formulative research because sometimes it aims 

to formulate more precise questions that future researchers can answer. 

Exploratory research can also be the first stage in a sequence of studies. A 

researcher may conduct this type of research in order to know enough to design 

and execute a second research, more systematic, more extensive study. Newman 

(1991) has described six goals of exploratory research. These are: (1) become 

familiar with the basic facts, people, and concerns involved, (2) develop a well

grounded mental picture of what is occuring, (3) generate mlmy ideas and 

develop tcntative theories and conjectures, (4) determine the feasibility of doing 

additional research. (5) formulate questions and refine issues for more 

systematic inquiry, and (6) develop techniques and a sense of direction for 

future research. 
" 

Newman (1991) mentioned the research on AIDS (acquired immune deficiency 

syndrome) to illustrate an example of exploratory research. When AIDS first 

appeared around 1980, no one knew what type of disease it was, or even if it 

were a 'disease'. No one knew the causes behind the disease, how it was spread, 

or why it had suddenly appeared. It took many exploratory studies before 

enough was known to dcsign precise studics about the disease. 

Exploratory research rarely yields definitive answers. It is' difficult to conduct 

because there arc few guidelines to follow. Every thing about a topic is 

potentially important. The steps are not defined certainly and the direction of 

inquiry frequently changes. The exploratory researcher needs to be creative, 

adopt an investigative stance, have an open mind, be very flexible and explore 

all sources of information. The researcher must ask creative questions. 

Exploratory researchers frequently use qualitative techniques. This is because 

many qualitative techniques are Jess wedded to a theory or research question. 

Qualitative research is more open to using many types of evidence and 

discovering new issues. 

12 
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2.3 The relevance of exploratory approach in educational 

research 

Techniques chosen for a particular research depends on the aIm of the research. 

The researcher used exploratory as well as qualitative approaches for the present 

study. A question may raise at this stage and that is, why did the researcher 

choose exploratory research approach for the present study? This is because 

gender difference in mathematics in BRAC Schools was discovered some years 

ago but no study had ever been conducted to find out the causes behind gender 

difference. Besides, there is no available literature about it. As a result, the 

causes are yet to disclose. In this sense, the present study is dedicated to find 

Ouf fhe causes behind gender difference i.n mathematics for the first time. 

Besides, education itself is a broad discipline and it is an important phenomenon 

of society. So, education related research or educational research is included in 

so(;ial research. From this point of view, the present study is a social research. 

As exploratory research is an approach of social research, its application in this 
i'~ 

study is valid and rational. 
t, 

Newman (1991) stated that qua !ita tive research is con due ted about social 

phenomenon. For the present study "the causes behind gender differences" is a 

social phenomenon and the causes are related to the social life of the students, 

The data were collected through observation, interview and case-study-which 

are the techniques of qualitative research. 

To collect data for the study the researcher observed 36 classes of mathematics 

in three BRAC schools. During the observation, the researcher observed even 

every event and listened to every speech. The behavior of the teacher with the 

students and inter-student behavior was very important for observation. The 

researcher recorded dialogues of the teachers and the students. He interviewed 

the teachers, POs and TIC on the basis of the findings of classroom observation. 
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In the interview session, the researcher spent a good amount of time so that the 

interviewees become easy with him. 

In the case study, the researcher did a simple family behavior with the 

respondents. He went several times to the houses of the students for collecting 

data. The data were collected through sentences and dialogues. In this way, the 

researcher used exploratory and qualitative approach for the present study. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

In this chapter the study area, Sampling techniques and Sample, Data Collection 

Tc:(;ilniques, Ethical Considerations and Strengths and Weaknc:sses are 

discussc:d. 

3.1 Study Area 

Tht: study was conducted in a remote rural area about 100 Kilometers West of 

Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh. Agriculture is the main source of income 

of the people in the study area. The study was carried out by a team where there 

were 72 schools. from which three were chosen for data collection. The 

selection procedure of these schools is presented after this section. The three 

schools that were chosen for the field work of the study fall in three different 

villages under two unions. For confidentiality purpose these villages can be 

called VI VI. V IV 2 and V 2V I , 

Here, V indicates Union and V indicates Villages. Some basic information about 

the villages are provided in Table 2 

Table 2: Some basic information about the study villages 

Total %of Literacy Rate 

Union Village Are(in popula female 

acres) -tion 
Male Female Total 

.... _"----------- -_. --_ ... _--- ---- ----.--- "---------- -_.------ ----------- --_._-- ---------
VI VI 252.16 339 48.4 60.8 56.8 58.8 

V 2 786.2 1554 50.2 21.8 14.4 18.0 

U 2 VI 400.0 889 48.3 60.0 48.1 54.1 

There are four BRAC schools and a BRAC-run community school in village U 1 

V I. A strong presence of the NGOs was seen in the village, The people of village 
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U I V 2 were very poor. Their main source of income was bamboo and cane made 

goods. It was a densely populated area and the economic status of the village 

was as poor as education. There are two BRAC schools in the village, which are 

not sufficient comparing their demand. There is no government institution here. 

The villagers lead a traditional and underdeveloped life. 

There IS an Alia Madrasa and a BRAC school in village U z VI. 

There is a government primary school just near the village. Most of the villagers 

are farmers. Thc credit programmes of NGOs are active in this village. 

3.2 Sampling Technique & Sample 

It was not known 10 the researcher about the schools where gender difference in 

mathematics exists. To solve this problem, a test was administered in .,four 

randomly sclected schools. The students of the schools considered for test were 

currently enrolled in class III. 

Thc test contains ten mathematical problems (Annex- I). TIle full marks of the test was 100. The 

mean of the scores achieved by the students of four schools was calculated separately. From the 

mean marks of the boys and girls of different schools, it was found that there was gender 

difference in mathematics in all the four schools. 11rree schools were selected for the study 

remaining highest gender difference. The mean scores of boys and girls· of the different schools 

are given in Table 2. Annex 2 provides marks obtained by each of the students of all fow· 

schools. 
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Table 3 : Mean marks obt'lined by tile students by school and sex 

School Boys 

50.3 

40.4 

61.7 

48.9 

Sex 

Girls 

37.1 

31.4 

52.5 

40.4 

Difference 

13.2 

9.0 

9.4 

8.5 

The above table shows gender difference in mathematics existing in all four 

schools. Among the schools, the lowest mean difference exists in 8 4 • Thus; 

schools namely SI, S2 and S3 were selected as samples for the study. 

3.3 Data Collection Techniques and Tools 

To find the causes behind gender difference in mathematics the following 

techniques were used. 

(1) Twelve mathematics classes of each school were observed to know the 

teaching-learning process in mathematics. The observation focused on 

methods of addressing gender inequalities in mathematics education. A 

c~ecklist was used for this purpose (Annex-3). 

(2) During the observation the learners were continuously assessed to know their 

performance and the researcher discussed with the learners to know how they 

fel1 in doing maths and what they do when they face any difficulty in solving 

a problem: 

(3) The respective teachers, Team-in-Charge and pas were interviewed. 

Different checklists were used in interviewing the teachers and the pas 

(Anllex-4 &Annex-5). 
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(4) A 'refreshers training' session, arranged for the teachers, was observed. 

Twenty-one teachers were present in that training session. After observing 

the training session, the trainer was interviewed. 

(5) Six children (three good and three poor in mathematics) equally distributed 

by sex were chosen for case study. These students were selected from all the 

three schools. 

3.4 Field Work 

The data were collected ill JUlle, 2000.The researcher collected all the data. He 

stayed in the field continuously for one month. Different checklists were. used 

for classroom observation and interview. Distance among the schools was one 

kilometer and schooling time was different. The researcher requested the teacher 

to maintain punctuality for the mathematics classes, which helped not to miss 

any class. The objective of classroom observation was not disclosed earlier to 

anybody (teacher, student, PO. etc.). However, it was disclosed afterwards and 

before other interviews. Notebooks were used in collecting data. The teachers 

were interviewed in their own houses. The researcher explained his objectives to 

them very clearly. It was possible because the teachers were interviewed after 

finishing classroom observation. They were motivated· to talk· with the 

researcher to solve the problem. They were assured that their name will remain 

sccrct and will bc used only for the study. Then they felt ease to talk with the 

n:searcher. The POs were interviewed at their houses. Eaeh PO was interviewed 

several times. The researcher went to the houses of every student who were 

selected for the case study. He talked with their parents, brothers, sisters, 

grandfathers and grandmothers and with the students. In some cases, the mothers 

were not interested to talk with the researcher because of their purdah system. 

The researcher went several times to the selected houses for case study. The 

researcher talked ,,,ith everybody with due respect 0. e. 'Assalamu Alikum' for 
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Muslims and 'Adab' for Hindus) to greet. Then he gave his identity and wanted 

to know about their family and education in a friendly environment. In this way 

rapport was built up. The researcher was very careful about accuracy of the 

collected data. Collected data were checked at researchers base. 

3.5 Ethical Consideration 

Since World War II ethical issues in the social sciences have become a topic of 

growing concern. It is because, the researchers tried to ensure their studies to be 

dircctcd toward worthy goal (Kimmel, 1998). In the currcnt present decades, 

scientific and societal mechanisms and collective guidelines have c:volved to 

provide assurance both to investigators within social science disciplines and to 

the general pUblic. In doing research, ethic begins and ends with a researcher. A 

researchers personal moral code is the strongest defense against unethical 

behavior (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 

Any researcher ponders moral and ethical ques~ions. Am I exploiting people 

with my "innocent" questions? What about their privacy? Is my methodology of 

data collection right? Most professions have well-defined codes of ethics. For 

example, the American Psychological Association (1992), the American 

Sociological Association (1989) and the American Educational Research 

Association (1992) have developed codes for their respective association (Miles 

and Huberman, 1994). The ethical system and structures to which soCial 

rese.archers now subscribe, largely by virtue of voluntary codes, governmental 

regulations and professional standards, may be said to reflect community 

attitudes, professional experience and technical standards. Having replaced the 

so-called unwritten professional ethic that presumed individuals would act in 

fair, considerate and compassionate ways with regard to the rights of others, the 

current federal regulation and professional codes of ethics set forth ethical 

standards for guidance and control with in social research discipline (Kimmel, 
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1998). As far the researcher knows, there are no such codes developed by the 

associations in Bangladesh working on education or any social science research 

discipline. Even, no ethical codes have been developed by the government. 

At the time of data collection for the present study the researcher was hesitant 

about the methodology, "whether he is right or wrong?" The teachers, POs and 

TIC were motivated enough to provide necessary help to the researcher as they 

were BRAC staff again. and the researcher had proper evidence from the BRAC 

head office. Nevertheless, many questions raised to the researcher at the time of 

data collection. For selecting sample schools for the study, a test was conducted 

in four BRAC schools by the researcher. The respective POs, teachers and TIC 

were asking the purpose of conducting test. Moreover, they wanted to seC! the 

questionnaire. In spite of theil' curiosity, the researcher didn't' expres{l his 

proper objectives to them. In reply to their question-"what are you seeing" the 

researcher simply answered, "oh! It is not very serious. I want to see the 

performance of mathematics of your students". It was not the actual objective of 

the researcher. He was trying to find out three BRAC schools, where gender 

difference in mathematics exist. He didn't express the truth to the teachers, POs 

and TIC. Thc test was conductcd without informing the tcachers and students. 

At the time of conducting test, the students asked the researcher about the same 

Issue. The researcher also kept the truth,--hidden as before. This was done, 

because the researcher thought that if the objective is expressed clearly, the 

respondent could behave decoratedly. At the same time the researcher asked 

himself, "is it fair not to discuss about the objectives? Do the subjects have no 

right to know thc actual objectives bcforehand? Are thcy bound to provide data 

without knowing the truth? Am I treating them as opponents?" The researcher 

was unable to reach a decision, as there is no such codes of social science or 

educational research in Bangladesh. When the researcher was observing the 

cJa~srooms. the teachers and students wanted to see the scores of the test but the 

researcher didn't show them. The teachers, students, programme organisers 

(POs) and other related authorities were unaware about what the researcher was 
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observing. In answering their questions during classroom observation the 

researcher answered simply that he was observing the teaching learning process, 

however, it was not the real objective. He was trying to find out the causes 

behind gender difference in mathematics through classroom observation. He was 

unable to give correct answer due to his methodology. The researcher felt even 

, in every step whether his behavior .and that he was talking with the respondents 

is right or wrong, ethical or unethical. The researcher wellt to some students' 

houses for case study. The parents of the students wanted to know the scores the 

respective students achieved in the test. The teacher didn't inform that to them. 

By this way, the researcher hid the truth to the respondents. This was because, 

the researcher was careful in finding the actual truth. The actual names of the 

field, schools, teachers, students, TIC and POs are not used in this study 

b.::cause the respondents preferred anonymity. 

A fundamental ethical principle of social research is, one should be must 

informed before giving any data. Moreover, anyone never be coerced to 

partix~pate t~lat is called 'informed consent' (Newman, 1991). Nevertheless, for 

the Plesent study, all the data were collected without informing the respondent. 

Because, the researcher feared that the data may be decorated, if informed. 

Though it -..vas ethical, it is in vogue. Besides, according to Miles and Huberman 

(1994), informed consent is impossible in qualitative studies because events in 

the field and the researcher's actions cannot be anticipated. At the end of data 

collection, all the respondents were informed clearly about the objective of the 

research. Moreover, the researcher seeks forgiveness to the respondents as he 

reminded that ethical codes were not maintained every time. The researcher 

~xp~cts that 'well documented ethical guidelines should be provided for the 

social research as well as educational research in Bangladesh. 
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3.6 Strengths and weakness of the study 

In due reasons, it is not possible to maintain all the classical rules and 

procedures in educational research or any other discipline of Social Science. For 

(hi~ H:a~on, ~ome wt;aknt;~s rt;mains in most of the research. Neverthdess, eaeh 

study has some strengths. This study is not out of these. This section describes 

the strt;ngths and weaknesses of the study. 

3.6.1 Strengths 

Thc strengths of the prcsent study arc stated below: 

1. The problem of the study i~ gender related, which is a growing concern all 

over the world. At present gender deprivation is a serious issue in 

Bangladesh. So, from this point of view, the theme of this study is a 

demand of time. 

3. 

The rcsearcher collected all the data by himself. So there was no scope of 

missing or changing data. 

An exploratory qualitative research approach was used for the study. So, 

It was possible to find out the causes and the causes behind the causes of 

t he studied problem. 

4. The study area was chosen In a remote rural area of Bangladesh, which 

represented actual situation where BRAC schools are mostly run. 

3.6.2 Weaknesses 

Therc wcre some weaknesscs of this stuely, which are stated below. 

J. The study was conducted only in three BRAC schools, which were situated in 

a certain rural area. If the schools were selected in the different areas, the 

rcsult might be more meaningful. 
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2. The sample size was very small cumparing the lOtal number of BRAe 

schools. 

3. As no study was conducted in our country to find out the causes behind 

gender difference in mathematics, the researcher was unable to study enough 

literature about thc present study. 

4. The knowledge of the researcher is a barrier for every research. In this sense 

the researcher's knowledge is a limitation for this study. 

5. It was not possible to discuss the objectives of the study with the subjects 

before data collection was over. This violated the right of the subjects. 
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Chapter Four: Major Finding 

This chapter presents the findings of the study. It was already mentioned that 

various techniques were used .in order to collect data for the study.. Findings of 

the study were arranged separately for each technique. 

Classroom Observation 

The findings gathered through classroom observation are presented in ten sub

headings namely Teacher's attitudes towards students, Competitive and co

operative attitude of the students, Student's participation in classroom 
~ 

activities, Attendance of students, Girls are treated as girls, Curiosity of the , . ". 
students to mathematics, Attitudes of the boys to girls, Teacher's expectation 

from girls, Wastage of time by the girl and Confidence of the students. 

Teachers attitudes towards students 

In a clilssroom, students generally seek teachers' attention. They respect their 

teacher and consider him/her as a model. The students even believe his/her 

every word. In their known world the teacher is a very important person. So in a 

classroom situation the behavior, attitude and word of the teacher should be . 
uniform to every studcnts. However, in BRAC school, thc lellcher did not 

behave equally to the students. They preferred the boys by asking more 

questions and giving more opportunities to participate in classroom activities. 

In GopaJpur school, the teacher was reviewing previous knowledge of the 

students. She began with a boy. While assessing home task of the students she 

started to see boys one after another. However, out of 33 students of the class, 

20 were girls. Dcspite tl\c girls majority they did not get proper importance. It 
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was not the case of Gopalpur school only, the similar events were observed in 

other schools also. 

In a review class in Dafaderpara school the teacher asked opening questions to 8 

boys and 9 girls. In Rishipara school 7 boys and ,I girls were asked opening 

questions. In the following day she askcd opcning qucstions to 8 boys and 7 

girls. These are some examples of diseriminiltory behavior of the teachers in 

BRAC Schools. The Partial attitude of thc BRAC schoolteachcrs was also 

expressed through other behaviors. 

In Gopalpur school, the teacher asked Ani to solve an arithmetic on the board. 

She Jhen asked Rony to make the arithmctic understood by the other students. 

He~·e, ~he might call a girl but did not. The teacher then asked the students to 

saiNe a problem. After a while she told Bony to solve it. He did it correctly. The 

teacher then asked Rubel whether he understands the math. However, no such 

question was asked to the girls. 

Another day; the same teacher was teaching about clock, time etc. The students 

wcre vcry much intcrcstcd about thc contcnt. The tcacher told Moni to draw a 

clock on the board. Then she told Suny to indicate a certain time in that clock. 

After Suny a girl was called to the board against another three boys. A girl, 

Rumi, was very much willing to go to the board but the teacher called a boy. 

Rumi said, "Didi, I wish to go to the board just after this boy" 

("fi'ffi'f, ~ '6~ ~ C"1i CIS ~"). Surprisingly, the teacher did not allow 

her to go to the board though she expressed her desire for several times. Being 

denied by the teacher Rumi looked very gloomy. In that class the teacher called 

6 boys and only 3 girls to the board and she asked questions 9 times to boys and 

7 times to girls. Proportionately the boys get much attention of the teachers in 

these classes. 
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In another class, the same teacher asked a boy to solve a problem of fraction but 

he couldn't do it correctly. Then she asked a girl to do the same. She also failed 

to solve that. At this stage, the teacher tried to teach the boy giving practical 

example taking from his family, she asked the boy about the number of brothers 

and sisters in his family and total amount of land his father has. However, 

unfortunately, no such attempt was taken to teach the girl. In Dafadarpara 

school, the teacher offered a problcm to all students. A boy and a girl did it at a 

time and stood Up to attract teacher's attention. Both of them called the teacher, 

"Apa, look my khata, look my khata first." The teacher went to the boy, not to 

the girl. ("~"4T \!>l1~1?1 ~ '1JICq::"'l, ~~ \!>l1~1'9 ~ '1JICA"'l I") 

A similar cvent occurred in all the observed schools. 

• 
In Rishipara school, the teacher told the students to solve a problem. Rot,pesh 

and Maya Rani didn't do that correctly. The teacher went to Romesh and 

comprehended him friendly for quite a long time. Then the teacher tried to teach 

Maya Rani. She reproved Maya Rani loudly and said to all, "It is an ass, exactly 

an ass. There is nothing in it's head?" ("m>n. <£1~ <£1~ ~ m>n

<.!.j~wl"il"rI Q/Hl c~'1.,RrCJ. -"'lT~ "). What a partial behavior towards the girls! 

Monju Rani lookcd vcry insulted. This event implics discriminatory attitude of 

the teacher. The researcher talked with the teachers to find out the causes of 

such -partial behavior. The following conversation with a teacher may help the 

readers to understand the attitude of the teachcr. 

Researcher: 

Teacher: 

why do you prefer boys? 

(Silent for some while) the girls are dull. To teach them I 

become angry to teach them and it is a very difficult job. To 

teach the girls Besides, the boys understand mathematics 

easily ("C>4I.{.l"!11 ~1>r <;f>~ ~t, ~""i1" C"'l~ ~~ 

-<r'~" -«l'i-al - '!ifrR:! ~---r:oq<;f> ""1-;q""{.l" C""i1"l:'I>t ~ I -F<I>~<fi <.IiZt: c>j ";n 
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Competitive and co-operative attitude of students 

Competitive and co-operative attitude advance the learning of the students and 

supplies proper enthusiasm 10 them. When a teacher offer a problem to the 

students, they try to do quickly and to show it soon to the teacher. The 

performance of these students becomes richer than the students who don't do it. 

If the students help each other to solve a problem it increases their learning. The 

boys were found more co-operative and competitive than the girls. 

Tn Gopalpur school some boys Moni, Suny, Ani, Bony, Toni, .Jony, Rony and 

Robi were sited adjacently in a group. The teacher gave a task to the students. 

The adjacently sited boys began to solve competitively and did it quickly. They 

stood up together and tried to attract teacher's attention loudly, "Didi, look my 

k hat a, look my k h a I a fir s t " C~--fq-, '5I1~~, -"fm:~"""{, '!il~~, -.;:;m'Sf vfJTO<::"'f I"). 

Toni, a boy in the group, failed to solve the problem, but he took help from 

another boy, r"foni. In this way, Toni solve the problem with other boys and 

stood up with the group. The boys were competitive among themselves and 

again they helped each other. On the other side, the girls were not seen like as 
.... 

the boys sitting side by side. One girl tried to see the other girl's khata. She at 

once' stood up and complained to the teacher, "Didi, she is copying from my 

k hat a" ("fi'tfi'f. 'G '!ill-:.:n'1 ~ 'l1Jl~_ I"). 

In another class, the teacher called Ali to the board but he was unwilling to go. Another boy 

, insisted him to go. He then went to the board. The other boys also helped him to solve tlle 

problem on the board. Similar scenatio was seen in another schools also. In Dafadarpara school, 

a problem was offered to the students. Abul did it tirst. 111en he went to Kabul. His dialogues 

with Kabul were as below. 

Abul: 

Kabul: 

Havc you not finished yct? ("~ <£l~'G ~T ~~ ~ .. ?) 

No. I am trying 10 do it. 
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Abul: Show it to me. I can help you. 

Abul helped him to solve the problem. Such co-operative behavior of boys was· 

observed in other cL1sses too. In the same school, the teacher was teaching 

measurcment of length to the students. She told them to measure a certain length 

using appropriate scales. Aftcr doing their tasks, the boys came closer and had a 

dis.:ussion whether their measurement was correct or not. At the similar time, a 

girl was quarrelling with another girl. Both of .them were demanding the same 

scale. Another two girls were gossiping. Suddenly a girl complained to .the 

teacher, "Apa, Shipra is wrong" ("~....-r, fi<retTIf ~e..<!i ~~ \51~(.t> I"). In 

Rishipara school a problem was given to the students. After a while some boys 

alld some girls stood up at a time. The boys were demanding that they solved the .• 
problem first. The girls also demanded the same. The boys were qui~e unwilling 

~I. 

to consent the girls demand. Surprisingly, the teacher acknowledged the boy's 

demand. not the girls. By this event, it is understood that the teacher also 

supports the boys, not the girls-when they demand the same credit. 

FolJowing conv.:rsation betwccn a tcaeher and the rescareher may helpful in 

understanding teacher's attitudes about the competitive and co-operative 

attitudes of the students of BRAe schools. 

Re~eilrcher 

Teacher: 

Researcher: 

Teacher: 

Researcher: 

Who are more helpful in your class? The boys or the girls. 

The boys. 

Why the girls are not much co-operative like the boys? What 

do you think? 

(Silent for some time) Ohm! I don't know the real causes 

behind this. Their weakness in mathematics might be a factor. 

Anything more. 
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Teacher: Because the girls are basically poor in mathematics, they ca1UlOt help each 

other. Thus they try to copy from others 

("ir:<r~l<fi f4'*""<!>~~"'" ~~, "~ ~(;~ c<r41 

~:.l~IJ ~~ ~rYr.<!1"'11 <>1~~1"? "CI!1~" - f~.q> -<l1>'1(."1"i 

-Rl'~<t> <.!l'iT ~9 f~GIOO>j "T'~ ~f.i1~ •• ~ <.!l~ 

'!i11"''rG'f "1'"1"$1"'1 >sflj'.;qG"'l ~G<f <.!l""t;r '''''r'i1~1 <£l~ '5l-<lT~ 'ilc~ C'l1. c-.:rcll 

Student's participation in classroom activities 

There is a common tendency of human being to get attention from others. In the 

classroom, one of the common ways of getting attention from teacher is to help 

him/her in taking class properly. This can also be done by doing some works 

such as taking and distributing khatas and other necessary things, cleaning the 

blackboard and obeying order of the teacher, generally docs in Bangladesh. 

These activities also help one to get leadership in their peer group . 

. '" 
Tn Dafadarpara school, after entering into the classroom the teacher told Abu!, , 
"Bring out the scales from the box and distribute those to different groups" 

("~1l(:<T> C°.Jr<!> ~.",- ~~ 0?f ~ <.!l--r~ ~ '1 G"1 'i1 -.:n: "fJ ~~ "t ~ 

.,-1-0 1"). It was observed that there were only five scales in the box. Abul 

followed the order .of the teacher precisely. A similar event was observed 

several times in different classes. In that class, it seemed to the researcher that 

Abul always obeys this duty. Due to Abul's active role in the classroom, the 

researcher talked with him. 

Researcher: 

Abul: 

Researcher: 

Do you open the box everyday? 

(Being elated) Yes sir. 

Why did the other student not open the box? 
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Abu!: Sir, the key of the box always belongs to me. Except I who 

can do it? ("~-r"'t!~ T~ ""fCl ~ 1ZiT~~ c1Q(rer"? <!l~ etv:( 

Ql "R~ ~-..'ft ~ <!l<r~. ~t CO"'1 <Ej"'1> co<t> "'1e''ll.''11, .. ~, 

1ZiT~~ [)IRI~colbl <511·11'$l ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 

r.~ ~.~<n" I). 

He then showed the key to the researcher. It was seen that the teacher likes Abul very much and 

he also tries to help the teacher. The other day a girl said, "Apa, my pencil has been finished" 

C~"'1T, ~"lB! c~ <?1<l ~ ~~ ~"). TI1C tcacher told Abul to bring out a pencil 

from the box and give it to the girl. He at once foHowed the order. Abul was found coHeeting and 

distributing khatas everyday. Another boy, Kabul also helped him once in a while. He was also 

prefelTed by the teacher like as Abu!. • 
.... 

Some of the charts in the classroom became solvenly. The teacher called a girl 

(0 adorn those. Abul stood up and said, "Apa, ask Kabul to adorn the charts." 

The teacher agreed and called Kabul to do so. The girl didn't oppose against 

Abul rather she looked elated. The boys didn't want to give any scope to 

participate the girls in any activities. Both Abul and Kabul were very much 

favorite to the teac.her as they helped the teacher to a great extend. They were 

very accessible to her. 

At the end of a class Abul willingly told the students -to bring out their home 

tasks. The students followed his instruction. Abul then began to collect .those, 

however, the teacher didn't tell him to do so. Another day, entering the class the 

teacher told Kabul to write down certain numbers on the board. She added that 

she would like to take rest for sometime. Kabul followed the order delightedly. 

The teacher talkcd with the teacher to know the students' participation in taking 

class. The convcrsation was as bc1ow. 
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Researcher: 

Teacher: 

Researcher: 

Tcacher: 

Why do you always prefer the boys but not the girls? 

Because of the willingness and capability of the boys. The 

boys are very much willing to do something new. They are 

faster than the girls. Even if I call a girl, a boy come in place 

of the girl" ("~9' ~ ~~ 'i:5"~~ <.!l~~ \:5 1"iO 1\:5 IR); 

-",T~T -;;qs-~ ~:.-~ - ~-,- <r>i<>f -;;qs-~. <.!l ~ ~~-;;qs- c'<.T, 

Why do you prefer Abul very much? 

Abul is vcry active and always wants to help me. If I invite 

any other to the board surely he will come. Any teacher 

would prefer such a boy ("~T"'i-R ~<l~~~ '.:ilT<1wrc-~ (.<",'1"1 

~ <'I>f~ 1 ~?" - fiCplf'~ f<ar ('\93-:>'f -;;qs-m -~C"f ~ 

"1 "'1(. "1"i ~, "~wr "1 "1"'111 ~~ ~ <5{ 1 :>:11 <: «t> "1 1 '<:1 >:t J -;;qs-~ --c>nT 

<.!l~~ \51 "1\51 <:<1 ~ «>1'51 -;;qs-~ ~ 1 ~~"U 

TIlc anpther scenario was observed in other class. One day in Rishipara school two girls (Sita 

,md Sila) were seen collecting khata, however, they didn't get the chance the next day. That day, 

Madhob stood up first and declared, "I'm coIlecting khata today" ('~ ~ ~ WTf"). 

He wa~ allowed by the teacher, as he wanted. When a teacher was going to open the box in the 

classroom the boys helped her always. TIle boys were very much willing to help the teacher in 

conducting class properly. So they bccome closer to teacher. 

In Gopalpur school the teacher generally seeks Moni help. Sometimes she ask 

Bony to join 'with Moni. Their activities include collecting and distributing 

khatas, to go to board and solving problems etc. The participation of the girls in 

classroom activities was very weak in this school. Sumi, the most brilliant 

student in the class was not seen willing to help the teacher like as Bony or 
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Moni. She was very quiet. The teacher was taking special care to Moni and 

Bony. 

In BRAC school, the boys were found more interested in helping the teacher in 

taking class. The teacher also prefers them due to their eagerness. Besides the 

girls were not willing to help the teacher as boys that decrease their 

d\;hievement in mathematics comparing to their peer boys. 

Attendance of students 

Regular attendance in class is an important factor for better learning 

uchievement. If a student l,eeps him/her absent from classes he/she may noJ be 

able to understand or follow lessons. The achievement of a regular student 

should be greater than an irregular student. However, it was observed in BRAC 

schools that the girls keep them absent more than the boys. 

In Gopalpur school a girl Sumi was absent for consecutive four days. Another 

girl Rumi was absent one day. Comparatively, the boys were more regular than 

the girls. The researcher went to Rumi's house to talk to her about absenteeism. 

Researcher: 

Rumi: 

Rese archer: 

Rumi: 

Why did you not go to school today? 

My mother has gone to the nearby village so that I couldn't· 

go to school. 

Do you miss school off and on? 

Yes sir. I keep myself absent from school off and on because 

of my family problem ("~flr ~TiSf ~C;..., ?TT'SR ~? C"'1 

iS~H':~ <1~ C7;[ ~-~ ~ "'1IT.:--1~ ~t~ C~i~. cQ'SP'U C"f 

~C;..., C~ "1T~~ I"). 
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The boys are not responsible to do such household works. The researcher talked 

with the teachers to know their opinion about the absenteeism of the students. 

They acknowledged that the girls were relatively irregular. A teacher explained, 

"in absence of their mother, the girls have to do the domestic works. Moreover, 

they help their parents for harvesting crops and they look after their siblings. 

Besides, the family does not expect the boys to do so. This cerates 

discrimination in aUending school regularly. As a result, the girls perform low" 

("~TC~rC"'f<;l~"1 ">""ff~f\'!:n;;\!5 -c~-r.~C'1~<tl~~ ~l<al-'1"-l'"1'1"<;l"l -en(.~i I '\!)r~l~l. 

'!>1--;~n ---n<n-~.q> ~~ ~CI91 -;J'rr~I~J ~<r <£i<r~ c~"jj '5T~~ 

"11"1"'1 ~ ~, ~ C ~f. "1 C'1 'I't <£i-:>f<r ~ <r'"'i'Q" ""11 (.~ on I <£i"'l't" ~q 

(.:o1-nlT.'1$1 '\5"~fQ,-v;!5-~ ~ <£i<1~ ~ ~ ">""f~ I"). She again 

informed that Rumi and Nipa can not attend school regularly because of their 

family problem. This was not the problem of Gopalpur school only rather the 

problem was existed in another schools also. 

In Rishaipara school, a boy and two girls were absent. Mina was late. The 

teachel· asked.ller, "Why do you late?" She replied that she had to cook for her 

family so that she couldn't maintain the school time. Another girl, Maya Rani 

was absent too. "My mother forbidden me to come school. I helped her in 

harvesting nllt~ all day long-" said Maya Rani while she was asked about her 

absenteeism in the following day ("<:>j 1-1111 ~ <:ill "'II C~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

<:inRi ~"'iT ""'flT.<4 ""'In IfPt"'1 -~ ~<q> l'itfi>"). 

In Dafadarpara school, two girls were absent. To explain the causes of their 

absenteeism the teacher said, "Mira is absent today. She keeps her absent from 

school now and then because she looks after her siblings in absence of her 

mother" ("C""'I ~.~ -~~ ~ ~'lT 1 ~r.t, ~ ""n ~""t 011 <4l~ C""'I 

c.w.Ti> ~-<:<nrlT.<r' ''fJT~rr-~ <r'~"). The programme organiser (PO) was 

askeo about the attendance of the students of BRAe schools. It is notable that 

one of the important responsibilities of the POs is to ensure the presence of the 
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students. The respective PO of Rishipara school said that the girls were 

relatively irregular than boys. When the researcher asked him to state the causes 

behind the absence of the girls he said, "When a girl is absent from school, I go 

to her house. I see her involvement in domestic work almost everyday." Then he 

again said, "Some girls come to school from the other side of the market. Their 

mothers do not allow them to come to school during market day" 

("l~r~"fi.> ,~(..~ '~'G'f ""'il~T"1c:er ~TRI '\!)-1'S1 "<frR'; ~1~ 1 ~nr """1fi'f~~ '<:in~ 

\!) 1 1.0 <r' Q-r-f~ ~ C'>l "11-c$'t"Sl C<r>Ti'f .,,- C<r>Ti'f ~ <r' 'SI 1.0 iii: <.£l"Sl "i""SI ~ ~. 

~ ~ ~ 1 <. 'G '!'I ~ <>fT><f c~ ~1:G'f <15111.0"'1 1 ~~ ~"SI ~ \!) I r. "T '?I 

\:"<r' ~ 1:G'f <151 1 "'1 C'!i ~ "'-"). 

Girls are treated as girls .• 

Parents treat boys and girls differently from birth (Gutbezahl J, ERIC/CSMEE 

database article ED 380279). The girls are treated as inferior to the boys. From 

the birth, they get less importance in every step for being girls. Their mistakes 

and behavior are not treated as common human behavior rather that are treated 

as "girls' behavior." The BRAC schools couldn't help them to remedy the 

situation. In mathematics class, it was seen that girls do not get equal behavior 

from the teacher. The discriminatory views towards the girls of BRAC schools 

were expressed through their different behavior in the classroom. 

, In Rishiparil school, a girl was t.alking 10 other one. This girl was healthy ~han 

other students. The teacher teased the girl for her physical size and reproved 

angrily, "You have grown up enough physically but you are good for nothing" 

The girl looked gloomy and insulted. She was silent all the time 

When a boy was making noise in the class. The teacher simply forbade him to 

talk. Maya Rani was laughing in the class. The teacher asked rudely, "Hi girl, as 

I indulge you so that you do not care about me, do you?" 
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("ciITT~ C~1:{I, C~l~l C$1 r<t>~·'n<1>-r0 ""<'f\5-:.:tl't/T~f~-CZ, ~tnl:~ ,'~n~-~T?"). 

This event implies the partial attitude towards girls, which may lag them behind 

the boys. After this Maya Rani failed to do a sum. The teacher told her, "You 

are an ass, totally an ass. You wiJl never be able to do it" 

( "~ 'i:t 1.!1 ~'in 'ltPfT. ~'('!l 'ltPfT I C \§ I co '$I ~ <f: co., I fPt ., \S '=if ~ ~ "q> '$1 Il:., 

~r~ I"). Romesh was also wrong but the teacher didn't rebuke him as Maya 

Rani. The faults of the girls were not treated as normal events of the class. For 

doing mistakes, the girls were rebuked and insulted in the mathematics class 

that results their low performance in mathematics. The following event may help 

the reader to understand partial behavior of the teacher. 

Voya Rani gave wrong answer to a question of the same teacher. She told Goya 

Rani. "You don't go through books at home, and you always move like a 

vagabond and play with others. You have grown up only but have no brain" 

("~~ ~ ~ "'1l!i:>lCO<l1t<;Ol ~~, "11111~ ~ m m ~ "I-co;r 

(..;q~ r>G~n~ c ... .r"'l1>G, ~,~<l~-~ '-5l ~Ct>1-~1><1Hf C<{>"l., r"r~ ·\:il·~·"rr1t I"). 

The other day Goya Rani was silent in the class. The teacher called her hut she 

didn't response. Another student, then, came closer to her and began to tease. A 

boy told the teacher, "Didi, don't tell her anything otherwise she will start 

weeping" ("~fi)f -S-Cit· -p~ ~., -on, .~ ~I..··:rc"'f"). Even, a girl added, "it 

is a mad." Goya Rani was about to weep but unfortunately, the teacher didn't try 

to save the poor girl from such an uneasy situation. This was not the situation of 

one school only, rather the corresponding events were found in the other schools 

too. 

In Dafadarpara school, Mira did wrong in doing a sum. The tea\,;her told, "Mira, 

you don't understand anything. I am unable to teach you. Are you capable to do 

mathematics?" ("f~. ~~I ~~~. -:J~~ I ~-0;r ~~ C~ fi<t~~ 
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resembling events were observed in some of the classes. This kind of partial 

behavior ultimately results the low performance of the girls in mathematics. 

Curiosity of the students to mathematics 

The curiosity of the students towards mathematics plays a vital role in their 

mathematics achievcment.. The boys were found more curious to mathematics in 

BRAe schools. Their curiosity was expressed through different behavior in the 

classroom. 

III Gopalpur school, the teacher told the students to open the 99th page of t,heir 

mathemalics book. A boy, Suny cried out, "Didi, we shall finish two. more Rages , 
so that we will reach the page 1 00" ("fi'ffi;'f, ~n:<T> "('l:t ~ ~~ 1 

\!i 1~r."1~ :>00 .,-01 "l'?tm ~1"1P'.l I"). The teacher wrote a problem on the 

board and told, "Anyonc come here and do the sum on the board." A boy then 

went to the board. The similar event was observed for several times in each 

school. If the teacher invitcs anonymously then the boys took the chance. The 

boys were seen willing to do more than that expected by the teacher. 

The teacher offered a sum to the students from their mathematics book. Suny did 

that quickly and said, "Didi, I have already done it. Can I do more from the next 

page?" ("l>1f':i '5f1~ ~"'$fr "'5f~T.1>, 'IOfTfllf'<fi <>]r.--sr~ "11'!iT~T '='Ie.,<r' ~~~-.:r"). The 

teacher didn't allow him to do so but his curiosity to maths knew no bounds. No 

sHch curiosity was expressed by the girls. The curiosity of the boys to 

mathematics was expressed through other behaviors. 

In anothcr class, some problcms were given to the students. Bony solved all and 

showed his khata to the researcher. The researcher checked it and found that 

Bony was all right. When the teacher wanted to see the khat a, Bony said, "Didi, 
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Sir (researcher) has checked my khata and I was correct" 

("1""r1'i:=r • ~Jl~ '!ifT.:rHT ~l'!il C""l.~ 1:q-~. '5f1-.:JTC5[ ~'t> .~. I"). Bon y was 

looking very elated and proud. No girt showed her khata to the researcher 

though they were sited closer to the researcher than the boys. Similar event was 

occurrcd for several times. At the end of the class Moni said, "Didi, give us 

home task now" ("F"tfi1, "'l."Z"'<n~""l's1 '-='1~<q>"flr"'l" ). He then directed to the 

other students, "All of you open your khata and writc down home tasks on it" 

("~.:rm ~~ ""11$1 ~ '!if~<l> ~G'fTI'r ~ ~ ~ ~ <.!1<r~ ~~ '!if~<l> 

~1:~ oqn'8 1").The tcacher di.dn't tell Moni to do so, however, her silent support 

to Moni was there. 

I 

In Rishipara school, the teacher divided the whole class in to five groups and 

told them to solve some problems from their books. A boy was good in maths 

and began to do alone by passing the group members. A girl stood up and 

complained to the tcachcr against the boy, "Didi, Robi IS doing alone." Thc 

ieadH:r told, "Let him do." Here the teacher could ask Robi to work with the 

group" Some~imes Lhe boys were found discussing among themselves about the 

text 9f problem solving arithmetic's. However, no such discussion was observed 

among the girls. In a class, the boys were discussing that the market price of 

ric eis Tk. 12 per kilogram, but is written Tk. 8 in the book. They were asking 

each other, how does it possible? No such discussions were held among the girls 

("-~~ "DTC""'f1!! OffO:! .\;r lsrlZl, C<:f>-nst ~~, ~~ DTC4"1-:st "fT"f <.!1~ :.~ 

ln7U <t>C1!! 1 "). In the same class, the teacher asked a boy to teach 

multiplication table to other students and he began to teach. The other boy who 

was sited adjacently and learning the table attentively was also very willing to 

teach multiplication table to his peers. However, sadly, no such eagerness was 

st:en among the girls. 

In Dafadarpara school, the students were measuring lengths of some objects in

group. Although most of the students were working in-group one boy was found 
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doing alone. Even he did the task very quickly than the peers did and again he 

asked the teacher to aHow him to proceed with more problems from the 

lextbook. However, the teacher did not allow him, but attitude of this boy and 

his curiosity to do more tasks certainly helped him to progress more in 

mathematics. No such attitude was observed among the girls. After this, the 

teacher was asking her students to show some numbers with the help of sticks. 

She WilS saying the numbers loudly. The h.:achcr said three numbers, however no 

girl was seen to respond to the teacher and even the teacher didn't notice it. In 

the same class, three boys were sited adjacently. The teacher asked questions to 

two of them. The other one felt unlucky and asked the teacher. "Apa, you please 

ask me a question." At this, the teacher asked him a question. There was no s\Jch 

eagerness was found among the girls. 

The teachers were asked about the curiosity of the students to maths. The 

conversation of the researcher with a teacher was as below. 

Researcher: 

Teacher: 

Researcher: 

Teadlt.:\,: 

Who are more curious to mathematics? 

The boys. 

Why arc the girls not curious to maths? 

The girls are involved with such kind of works lhose. do not 

require mathematics. The work included cooking, washing, 

cleaning, caring younger siblings etc. Moreover, they are told 

lhat mathemiltics is a very hard subject from the very 

beginning. So, they fear mathematics and they are not curious 

to malhs ("C"l(.{h11 "l1R!p1.\!i C7;f ""l<r ~ ~ ~ >5f~<I"' 

ClTt:~i rn I C-',P,C"'l -';11,,;:\"1 <1"'"'51'1. C>:tl~l-c-:tTr~J <I"''S(lP<f>~-<ll 

~ ~-C<lI~t:'Hf C>'f~T~-n ~ I "\!il~ ~ ~ 

C<lh::<!i'?t ~-~ ~ ~~r C7;f, >5ft<l"' ~<r ~~ ~~~ 

c!l~ ~ >5f~<I"' ~ ""fnT c!l<r~ >5f~~ ~f':5 C'!'~ 
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Attitudes of the boys to girls 

After birth, the boys get more attention than the girls (Hilgrad et ai, 1975). So 

they can explore their potentialities to a full extent but the girls cannot. The 

boys see that the girls are deprived of their own family. So, in the Mathematics 

classroom, they also overlook the girls and participate more in the classroom 

i\(;tivities. They rebuke and tcasc the girls that lessen thc mathcIIl,lti(;al 

adlievt:mt:nt of lht: girls. Many t:venls were observed in BRAe schools, whieh 

expressed partial attitude of the boys to girls. 

Tn Dafadarpara school, the teacher wanted to teach multiplication table to the 

students. She told to the students, "Anyone come and teach multiplication table 

loudly." Abul wanted to teach but the teacher called a girl. At this, Abul and 

other boys became unpleasant. The girl had a low voice. She began to teach 

multiplication table but the boys didn't participate with her. At this stage, the 

girl made a mistake. Abul cried out, "You cannot do it, why are you there to 

teach us?" Go to your seat, go at once" ( "~~ <n "11f11"i C"'l '!iT <t" '$I ~ 1'$1 <Ji7'f 

<;f'TI? ~~ ~ 7.n~ ~, <Q~ ~ /"). The teacher didn't say anything to 

Ab ul. ,The poor girl went to her scat and Abul took her place and began to Leach 

multiplication table loudly. All the students participated with him. It was 

notable I.hal the teacher didn't say anything to Abu!. Similar scenario was 

occurred in another classes. By this way, the girl felt deprived and insulted, this 

might affect her achievement. The event, stated below is another example of 

discriminatory attitude of the boys to girls. 

There were five scale in the class and the scales were distributed among five 

groups. It was an important observation that in the four groups the scales 

belonged to the boys and only one scale belonged to a girl. The boys were not 

consent to give the scales to the girls. After sometime a girl said to a boy, "Give 

me the scale. You have measured for a long time, let me measure now" 
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("C""i\>"G'f <£l-~" "!ilT~Tr.$l -"tTl'G I ~f'il ~C~-«>">if'''l ~~~l ~'''n:~l, <£l-~~ '-5lTf'il 

-.:n"'1~ I"). The boy replied, "Why should I give you my scale? Come to me and 

participate" ("\!)(1"1I~ ~C'f ~ C\!il"llc:~ <l'iTT"'f~? <511S:11~ -:.rn:«r <511'!tC"1 

'"In:;"n \"). The girl went to the boy, but he didn't give the scale to the girl. He 

was measuring the length and telling the results of his measurement to the girl. 

The teacher didn't help the girl to get a scale. Here, we can see that the boys 

were dominating the class. Even, the boy mentioned that the scale was his, 

which was not true. The scales were common property of all the students. 

However, the boys were not ready to except the truth. 

Although Abul tried to comprehend his nearby girl but she didn't unders~and. 

Then Abul reproved her, "You are a mad, you have no sense of mathem'l,tics" 

(' .. ,~'!t C\!iI ?fI~, ~ '5f!!.:t:<r> ~r-n ~ ~"). The boys sometimes 

helped the girls in order to prove their superiority. The similar events were 

ubserved for several limes in different schools. Such attitude of Ihe boys canllot 

help Ihe girls to achieve in malhs. 

11 W,IS seen in Gopalpur school lhatthe teacher asked a question to Salma hut 

she was wrong. A boy, Suhash told her, "You are an ass and good for nothing." 

The resembling events were observed in another classes also. In a class, the 

teach!;r was trying to teach a division to Suma for half an hour but failed. The 

boys were very unhappy. Also the teacher became tired and annoyed. "You have 

observed every thing. What can 1 do for her'!"-the teacher lold to the researcher. 

Then the hays began to tease Suma. Suny said, "Didi, if you try all-day long to 

teach her, she will not understand." Bony described Suma as an ass. She looked 

very gloomy. The teacher didn't forbid Suny or Bony 

("f.<t~lf-'~ '5ll~'<loi(>-r ~ c->fP1Tr."<T' <£l«>fV '5f~"<T' C-~Iti_C"1~ ~ ." 1~(."1~ 

"n I "'!>f"D. f"'r-..ntift511 T<T51"\9i ~1>~<.'-1, ~-T~I T--r~"<T''G :;>nz ~ ~~--C-~ 

~ -~n T'"f"1><q; ~'1C<P,r.~51 -@-~--r."1T <'l~, '5ll"'fF-'f C\!iT "'1"<'l"'?t C'1"<IT..~ 

'G$[ ~ ~ f~ "<T'$[..--s:f I <£l$[ "'f$[ <5! ~ J I ~ J Pt"4" I tiftm C"1 I "II C4" ~1 ~ 
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-a'TT .,t~ I "'"1~" <:["1-.,. -Rt-f'q. ~T1 "'ll~ <n-o'f 'ST.-~ ""i1snf'q-., 'S "-r~n~ '5T'S 'S 

c:r."<\n:cr-"f on I ~'Sf...-q '-!>iT.<!> "'fi'$1G'f <fG'rO'f I"). 

"I was trying for a long time to teach Suma and at that time the hoys had no 

task. So, they become annoyed and teased Suma"- said the teacher when she was 

asked, "Why did you not forbid the boys to tease Suma" 

( " (.:>j I ~ I C ~ 1 ~ "!l '<3"' ~m C QjT.~ ~-n T""i<f'jf>i Qftl':"f-:sr-c:-,q> C"<r>-'" 1'''r~ ~ ~-~~ on " 

~ (.\83:>j <r> 'S1 r.C4 f-iOplf-'~ <r0'fT.~, "~~ \5P."'1 <r>"lf-' q ~ 'S?::'St 'l.~ f~C41 ~I I 

C"1 ~ ~ T~~ C<r>"R ~ fto'r -n I ~ ~ f<'1 "!l'<3"' ~~ 

C;"'n~TC$l -:~l1liil <ti$lC"liC). The above stated events reflected the attitude of the 

boys to girls, which are not congenial for the girls in achieving mathematics. 

Teacher's expectation from girls 

Tht: teachers expect lesser academic achievement from girls than from boys. In 

the mathematics classroom, the girls are asked lower level of questions as the 

teachers expect girls to do poorly in mathematics.(Gutbezahl J, ERIC/CSMEE 
.,., 

datahase article ED 380279). It was seen in BRAC school that the teachers 

consider the boys more able to do mathematics and offer them some 

responsibilities of the class. 

In Dafadarapara school, the students were measuring lengths with scales. When 

the students completed measuring, there was not enough time for that class. The 

teacher checked only Ahul's khata and told him, "Check the khata of other 

students" ("'S-C"f'Sf ~ <!1"<t>'il: C"fT.-:m C\!>T ~ ~ ~ I "). The similar 

events were observed in several classrooms. The teachers expect more from a 

boy. Another two evcnts have an analogy with the above, which expresses 

teacher's higher expectation from the boy. 
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In Rishipara school, the teacher offered a problem to the students. The teacher 

found a boy who could not solve the problem timely. She just asked the boy, 

"Have you not finished it yet?" Her confidence and expectations to the boy 

reflec;ted to her tonc. It was seen in Gopalpur school that the teacher expects a 

higher level of performance from Moni and Nazrul. The teacher gave a problem 

to the students. When the students completed the task, the teacher told Moni to 

come in front of all aud to make it understand to the student who failed to solve 

the problem. In the same class, some boys were making noise. The teacher found 

Moni in that group. She reproved him, "What are you doing?" -Such an 

expectation was reflected to her voice that a boy like Moni could not make a 

noise. She takes special care to Moni and expects higher level of performance 

from him. -. 

Wastage of time by the girls 

Time is the most valuable for human beings. The class time is very important 

for every student. The students should be careful about it. It was seen in BRAC 

school that the boys were more serious about their class time than the girls, that 

may create discrimination among boys and girls in mathematics achievement. 

Different events were observed in the classroom of BRAC schools, which 

expressed the seriousness of the boys about class time. 

In Dafadarapara school, the teacher was teaching a math on the hoard. A girl 

was talking to other one. A boy told her to stop talking. The girl didn't stop, 

however, said, "Do your duties." The girls arc not serious about their class time. 

Moreovt:r, they dOll't care \Vhell they are told to be serious. In Rishipara school, 

it was seen that two girls were reciting rhyme. Another girl was drawing picture 

on her slate. The teacher marked it and reproved her, "What are you doing? You 

have no care about study but you have care about game. Look at the board." The 

c.allousness of the girls about class time was reflected through the below stated 

event also. 
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In Gopalpur school, a girl was adorning her hand with pen for a long time. The 

teacher marked it. She told the girl, "Stand up and show your hand to all." The 

girl stood up but she was unwilling to show her hand. Some other students also 

tolo her to show hand. They also claimed that she should show it to them 

because she was doing it for a long time. The girl fall in a very uneasy situation 

at this. It was seen in another class that the girls were laughing and gossiping. 

It was an important observation that the girls ljUilrrcl with each other. A girl 

tried to see another girl '8 khata. Then they became quarrelling and complained 

against each other to the teacher. 

Girl 1: 

Girl 2: 

Girl 1: 

Girl 2: 

Didi, she was trying to see my khata. 

No. No. I was not. 

You are telling a lie. 

You are telling a lie, not me. 

At this stage, a boy said to the second girl, "If one looks your khat a, what's the 

problem'! If one looks my khata, I never mind." 

Confidence of the students , 

Confidence is a very important and effective power of success. However, it 

grows with the help of ones own family and society. The boys get congenial 

environment to be confident but the girls do not get that. As a result, in the 

mathematics class of BRAe school, the boys remain confident in their works, 

words and in every behavior. Besides the girls are not confident as the boys that 

lessen their achievement comparable to the boys. 

In Gopalpur school, the teacher gave a problem to the students to solve. Two 

girls finished first but they were not willing to show their khata to the teacher. 

Because, they were confused about their work. A boy stood up and cried out, 

"didi, look my khata." The teacher checked his khata and found him wrong. The 

teacher made him understand. Then the two girls tried to sec that boy's kh3ta. 
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They found that they were correct. Then they called the teacher. They were right 

but they were not confident to themselves. This was a general picture in BRAC 

school that the girls copied from the boy. The girls were seen very vigilant 

whether any boy or girl copies from others. If they notice any event that 

someone is copying from others, they complain to the teacher pronto. A girl 

complained against Rony, "Didi, he copied it from others. Rony rejected the 

complain and said, "I can do it again in front of you." The teacher told, "It is 

unnecessary." However, Rony did the sum again and showed it to the teacher. 

Tn Dofadarpara school, the students were writing home tasks from the 

hlackhoard. The teacher was standing in front of the board and Abul was not 

;;hle to see the board. He said, "Apa, move a little bit." The teach~r laugl\'ed and 

dlanged her position. In Rishipara school, the teacher offered a problem to the 

students. When most of them completed the task the teacher said, "Show the 

khat as to me". A boy said, "Didi, wait a bit. I have not finished it yet." 

Confidence of the boys was expressed in their every behavior. The girls did not 

express such confidence in the class. 

Refreshes training session observation 

Training is an important medium of human resource development. It increases 

ones skills to show better performance. The teachers of the BRAC schools are 

given in service training called 'Refreshers Training' once a month. The main 

objective of the training is to strengthen motivation in teaching and help them to 

solve everyday prohlems faced in classroom. The main objective of observing 

one of such training session was to find if there was any discussion about 

gender difference in mathematics. 

Starting of the training sessIOn was good. The trainer began the session through 

exchanging greeting to all the participants. He asked the participants about their 
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health and well being. They exchanged views about the training and weather. 

[hen the trainer asked them whether they faced any problem in mathematics 

during last month. Showing a specific problem written on her exercise book, one 

teacher requested the trainer to help her in solving tl!e math. It was observed 

that the trainer taught her very dearly. Then raised another problem, which she 

was facing. Thc training session was very much participatory. The trainer was 

v(;ry helpful, co-operative aUl.l jolly minded. It was very good to see that the 

teachers had a very easy behavior with the trainer. The teachers were trying to 

solve their problem III doing mathematics. That is they were very busy 1Il 

improving their skill in respective mathematical prohlems. However, there was 

no discussion about gender difference in mathematics, for which the researcher 

was waiting. Before the end of first session, the researcher talked with the 

traillt:r. 

Researcher: 

Trainer: 

Researcher: 

Trainer: 

Researcher: 

Trainer: 

Researcher: 

Do you know whether the boys or the girls are doing better in 

mathematics in BRAe schools? 

All are doing equal. There is no difference in mathematics 

achievement between boys and girls. 

I have scen it while testing the students and again in doing 

dassroom observation. 

I have not heard it yet. You told it to me for the first time. 

Discrimination between male and female in the society is 

discussed several times but gender difference in mathematics 

is never discussed in any time. 

Why the girls arc weak in mathematics? What do you mind? 

For their family and societal status. As the girls are deprived 

in family and society they cannot explore their potentiality in 

mathematics. Moreover, they do not practical usability of 

maths. 

What steps should be taken to remedy the gender gap? 
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Trainer: 

Researcher: 

Trainer: 

If BRAe head office takes proper initiatives, then the gender 

gap could be remedied. 

Do you know what steps would be suitable? 

Not InIly. The steps should come from the he<ld office as <I minute <lnd 

each local organ should follow that. Besides, the teachers and trainers can 

make aware through basic and refreshers training. 

lnterview of the programme organiser's (POS) 

The PO's playa vit.11 role in the non-fonnal primary education programme of BRAe. There arc ., 
soml: schools umler each of them and they visit those schools regularly. TIleir main task is to 

\ ~. 

ensure smooth operation of the schools. If any school face any problem tiley take initiatives to 

solve it. They provide the teachers necessal1' instructions. They are very much closer to the 

teachers, students and the local people. To find out the causes behind gender difference in 

matilematics, the researcher interviewed two PO's who look after the observed schools. 

Onc PO has been working about two years. He was not aware about gender 

difference in mathematics. He mentioned that the researcher was telling him 

about the gender difference in mathematics for the first time. There was no 

discllssion about gender difference in mathematics neither is the basic training 

nor in the refresl1ers training. Then the rese<lrcher informed the PO th<lt during 

his visit to the schools for last couple of days, he found such difference in their 

schools. In replying to a qucstion of thc rcscarcher he said that nonc informed 

him about the gender gap in mathematics. Since there was no formal 

examination in BRAe school, he was not able La identify the gap between the 

boys and the girls. Theil the researcher asked him, "Why the gap exists?" He 

kept silent for some time ane! then mentioned that, the girls were very shy. They 

clo not ask questions <lnd give answers in the class. He again said th<lt the 

problem starts from the family. The girls are deprived to a great extent in their 

own families. The researcher· requested the PO to explain the nature of 
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deprivation of the girls with examples. Then the PO said, "One day I went to a 

school. Two girls were aosent. I went their house at once. One girl was cooking 

rice. I requested her mother to let her daughter to go school. Her mother 

informed that, the day was local market day. They had to sell the fence in the 

marlcet. If her daughter goes to school she would not be able to make fence. 

Then I waited until the rice was cooked and then the girl eame school." Then he 

(lsked the r(;s(;archer, "You tell me, is it possible [ur the girl tu maintaiu h(;r 

sound conce;ntration is study, particularly is mathematics?" He explained that 

mathematics demands cent per cent concentration. 

The researcher then asked, "What happened to the other girl?" The PO informed 

that the girl's mother was absent from house and the girl had to look after her 

::liblings. He added that, the boys were never engaged with such type of works. 

"What is the; relation be;tween mathematics achievement and house; hold works"

the researcher wanted to know. The PO replied that the girl's were engaged with 

feminine activities of the family like cooking, washing or looking after babie;s. 

In these works there is no requirements of mathematics skills. On the other 

hand, boys go to market. They sell and buy goods for their families. In doing so, ... 
the boys are d"lrectly engaged in calculation through such type of activities. The 

PO again said that the girls were engaged .in such type of plays, which do not 

require calculation. For instance, the girls play golla chut, however, the boys 

play Ha~ du- du, Cricket and Caroms. During the;se games the boys can't ignore 

calculation, which help improving their skills in mathematics. 

The PO was asked, "What are the other causes behind gender gap in 

mathematics?" He n:plied, "The expectation of the parents is an important issue. 

They send their sons to schools because that may help them in getting a better 

job in future. Then they will look after their parents. Besides, the parents send 

their g.irls to schools to become a good wife. The parents think that ability in 

writing a letter is enough for a girl, which may help the girls to be able to get a 

suitable bride. The parents transmit this idea to their daughters in different way. 
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For this, the girls think them neglected. They do not be serious in their study 

rather they fall in mental pressure. In this situation the girls cannot give 

attention to such a hard subject like mathematics" ("<rl'1-~ ~i"1'- ~~I~.~ 

'.!l<!>'in ~ <rJT"'InT 1 ~ C~Cil'j C"T~ ""I '¥ 1 {:( ~ C~Cil'j '$11 <t> I >114: ~ ~'8 

~ ~ 1 C-:IC{lC"i~ Pj,¥l{l ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ I <G'5f ~ 

\!)rc."t~~-c«,~r(.;'I"'rc$! -Rn.:"tl -R1-C"\!l "'fl-:s-rc.-<r I cn-<rT - -'n~-r\5"~ '5"T"C"<r ~-nr-0'i-~ C<t> 

<G 1>1 <n::G'f I <G ~ C>1 C {:( '$1 I f~ C eu. "T 'S1 c<t> '!ifq - c~fe, \!l ~ I ~D'f'5f -sn: ~J -<>t 

~"lTI'r :?t~ ~ PlRt {:( 1"1 11 C"'!I'!'>I <t ~ @C~"'!1, ~~ \!lTIiT >11"'lPl~ 1>1 

c:: ...,- C!/lr"<li I <G~TIT C >11. {:( "l1 1 '!if ~ <:<t>'5f""1f".!'i <t> ~ '9 Gl '"1 C {:( ""1ftr "'t c:( ~ Q:IT 

~ -fi;n:'5 "'1TC"l1"'11"). 

Then the researcher asked the PO, "Do you see any problem in the schools 

which may cause such gap?" The PO said that in BRAe schools there was no 

discrimination between boys and girls. Over and above the girls get 4110re 

facilities than the boys. Besides, a notable matter is that the girls are very 

inactive in class. They do not ask or answer questions. Sometimes they waste 

time by gossiping and laughing. He claimed that, the behavior of the teacher in 

BRAe school is not discriminatory. When the researcher asked, "1 have found 

that the teacher gives importance to the boys into the class. What is your 

commcnts?" lIe replicd that he has told the teacher to give equal importance 'to 

both girls alld boys. He also added that it might happen that the girls get 

imporlance when lhe PO is presenttn the class. In absence of the PO, -the 

teachers may prefer the boys. One of the causes may be the curiosity and 

participat.ory behavior of the boys. Tbey are very active in the class. The 

researcher asked the PO, " is it possible to remedy the gap?" The PO opined that 

the gender gap in mathematics could be remedied. He added, "It is necessary to 

inform the issue to the POs, the teachers and all others, that is, all persons who 

are related with NFPE programme. The higher authority can arrange a summit of 

all Ihe POs and discuss the issue with them. The summit can take step to find 

out the strategies regarding reducing gender gap. The strategies can be 
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discussed in the training session, such as basic training and the refreshers 

training. Training can help motivating the teachers and the POs to do equal 

behavior to the students of both sexes". :tvloreover, he added that it 1S necessary 

to monitor regularly whether the instructions of higher management are 

followed or not. The researcher again asked, "How can we find instructions?" 

He replied that it was a mattcr of the head office. It is the responsibility of the 

head office to think and conduct research to find out the way, which should be 

followed. He also added, "For instant, you are conducting a research and now 

you know many things about this. You may suggest some instructions to the 

head office management". 

The other PO has been working in BRAC for last six years, however, was 

ignorant about the gender gap in mathematics. The conversation of the 

researcher with the PO is presented below. 

Researcher: Why do you not aware about the gender gap in mathematics? 

PO: No body told me about this, neither in basic training nor in 

refreshers training or any other time. I have found some weak 

students in mathematics when I was working in Chittagong as a PO. 

Researcher: What steps did you take at that time to bring the weak students up 

PO: 

to the mark? 

There is a rule in BRAC to take extra classes for the weak students, 

if necessary. I had arranged extra classes in the afternoon for the 

weak students. 

Researcher: Do you remember who were those weak students? 

PO: I did lIot think like as you. Now I remember, most.of those students 

were girls, yes girls. 

Researcher: Could you please explain the causes behind gender gap in 

PO: 

mathematics in BRAC schools. 

(Being silent for some time) To open a school, we take same aged 

boys but same aged girls are not available as many as we want. 
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Then we consider some below aged and some over aged girls. These 

girls cannot match with their peer boys and girls. The below aged 

girls cannot understand mathematics, as they are not capahle 

enough to re:llise. Two problems are r:lised by the over :lged girll;. 

Firstly, they may get marry and they dropout. In their place, new 

girls are recruited and the newly recruited girls C:ln not match with 

uthers and can not perform well ill mathematics. Secondly, 

generally they look older in physical size. When they make any 

mistake, the teachers and students criticise them for their physical 

size and merit. Then, they become confused about themselves. They 

can not ask questions or answer and can not take part in the 

dassroom activities. So they become weak in mathematics, 

Rt;st:archer: Do tht; teachers do discriminatory behavior in the classroom? 

PO: The teachers prefer the students who arc outstanding and willil1g to 

participate in all activities. The boys are very much willin'g to 

participate in the class. So they get preference by the teachers. 

Researcher: Why do the girls not outst:lnding :lnd participatory? 

po: Because of their family. The girls are deprived in their family such 

as they do 110t go to market· or shops and their eagerness and 

couriige art: not appn:ciated. So, they can not develop themselves to 

be able enough to participate in the class actively. In their study 

time they read BangIa or other subjects and copy mathematics from 

others khata. 

Researcher: Do you think, the causes behind gender difference are removable? If 

PO: 

so, how? 

'Yes, the problem is removable. The teachers, the POs and all the 

related authorities of BRAe NFPE programme should be aware 

about the problem. In the basic training and refreshers training, 

emphasis should he given on gender gap in mathematics. More over, 

the activities can be followed up through regular monitoring. 
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Interview of the Team-In-Charge (TIC) 

In BRAC NEFE programme, each TIC supervises a number of POs. The mam 

duty of a TIC is to make sure tllilt the POs are playing their role accordingly and 

the schools an: running smoothly. A TIC works as a medium between regional 

office and the area office. Hel She submits the monthly reports of the schools to 

the regional office regularly. More over, the TIC solves the problems faced by 

the POs and some times visits school. 

The in-charge of the team has been involved with BRAC NFPE programme since 

1995. It was observed that the TIC was ignorant about the problem like the POs. 

·'1 come to know it just now from you"-she said. "Nobody told me about this"

she added. In order to explain the causes behind gender gap in mathematics she 

mentioned that before starting a school, they have to do a survey. They try to 

find out the non-schooled children through the survey. They are to take all the 

girls because BRAC schools emphasises girl's education. However, they have 

flexibility to exercise choice in selecting boys for the schools. They generally 

consider clever and meritorious boys. As they take all the girls, some dull girls 
." 

. may admit in the school. These girls cannot perform as high as their peer boys , 
do. especially in mathematics. "Their performance is very poor"-she added. 

"Do the girls become dull from the birth'?"-the researcher asked her. "Certainly 

not"-8he replied. "From the birth, all the babies are equal in merit but later, the 

girls' arc deprived in the family. So they become dull comparable to the boys"

she also added. The TIC was requested to explain the nature of deprivation in 

the society. She then said, "In our society, the boys get more importance in the 

family and the girls are treated as girls. The boys can go out easily and mix with 

other people but the girls cannot.. The parents advice a girl to do some specific 

things and forbid to do many things. The parents prepare their girl for marry. 

Their courage and eagerness are not appreciated rather they are told to be shy 
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and timid, besides, the boys are told to be masculine" ("'~'-rr.l1t-'S1·"c'<f> ~"1·1 .'<:~ -

":!.$!"~ ~, c:rnVi -I!!T<Hl I (. G1 '11 ~ 7<."). 

When the TIC was asked how these deprivation affect in achieving mathematics, 

she said, "For these deprivation, the girls consider them inferior to the boys. 

They are not involved in marketing or any other calculation rela·ted works. As 

mathematics IS a hard subject they fear it from the very beginning. School 

doesn't help them to remedy the fearfulness. In the class they are very shy and 

cannot attract the teacher's attention. They practices BangIa or other subject and 

copy mathematics from other student's khata" 

Like as a PO she also added that to remedy the gap initiatives should be taken 

from the head office. According to her, if the order comes from head office as , 
minutes. all concerned will be bound to follo,w that. When she was asked about 

.. , 
",,' 

the steps that can be considered in this regard she said that steps should come 

out from research studies. She believes that if initiatives are taken from the 

head office all the regional and local offices would be aware about gcndcr gap 

in mathematics and would work together to eliminate the gap. 

Interview of the teachers 

There is only one teacher in each BRACschool. Generally, -the-teacher is a local 

woman and she teaches all the subjects. The NFPE schools of BRAC remain 

only one classroom and the respective teacher remains with the students in every 

class. So, she becomes very familiar to the students. The three teachers Juhi 

Rani, Tara Rani and Sahera Begum were interviewed for this study. They have 

becn leaching in BRAe schools for five to six years. At the beginning of the 

interviews, they were asked about their knowledge about gender difference in 

mathematics education. All the teachers were found ignorant ahout the existing 

gender gap in mathematics achievement of the students of BRAC schools. One 
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of lhe teachers acknowledged that the girls might do poorly than the boys. The 

other added that the girls and boys remain equal merit from their birth but in 

later the boys get more importance than the girls. So, the girls might hecome 

dull, 8hy ilnd incuriou.~. Other teacher told that nobody told her about gender 

gap in maths, neither in the training session nor in other sessions. When the 

researcher asked .Juhi Rani to say something about girls doing poorly in 

malilcmati(;s, she replied, "The girls arc inattentive and they arc weak minded" 

(" c~rc;~-o$'n'''~PR.,Tc:~l~l1. '!Jl~l";>l '!lHll "l4~ ~T."~"). When she was asked to 

explain the issue more detail she said, "Because of their weakness in 

mathematics the girls fear mathematics. They do not go to market or shops. So 

they do not gather any practical experience of calculation". Then the researcher 

asked her, "In the school the boys get importance from you. Isn't it true?" The 

ieacher kept silence for some while and then said, "I thought I behave equally to 

both boys and girls. Now 1 am feeling that sometimes I prefer boys more 

because of their curiosity and participatory behavior. They are willing to help 

me and try to talk more with me. If I rebuke a boy, he doesn't mind. Besides, 

the girls are very shy and sensitive. If I rebuke a girl, she remains silent." 

She also added, "There is another cause. When the panmts of a boy meet me, 

they request me to ask questions to their son and later they monitor whether I 

asked questions to their SOl1 or not. The parents of a girl do 110t do it generally. 

So 1 ask more questions to the boys and give them more opportunities to 

participate in the classroom activities. "C'~ ~ CIliOC"'1 '$l "11"1 ~ "'11T.q 

";:qT~T~ '1 J 1l:1; I ~~, ~ '511 -lie: 11 ~~ ~ '5l1"'l 111 'T0\S ~ 1"'1 c: 11 c<rfi<t ~ ~ 

~~c;-.q"'f \ '!>lsrT ~<\ '''fC~ "i'Bf <:o:r~:r "'1'¥1 ~~ ·~·.:n \ ~ <fT"'1--.:rrm 

l!l~ <1>(31"'11 \"). In response to the questions about the steps that should be 

taken to remedy the gender gap in mathematics she said, "All the teachers 

should be known about the problem through the basic training as well as in 

refreshers training. At the same time the POs should be aware so that they can 

help us. The monitors should follow-up the situation regularly. If I were known 
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about the problem, I would have remedied gap at any cost. As the same way, if 

a11 the teachers try to remedy the gender gap from their own school, the problem 

should be solved." Moreover, she suggested that the proper instructions should 

come from the head office. 

Another teacher Tara Rani told that because there is no formal examination in 

BRAC schools, it is not possible for them to identify the gender gap in learning 

achievement of the students. "Why are the girls poor"-the researcher asked her. 

She replied that she doesn't know the real causes behind gender gap in 

mathematics. She thinks that the gap starts from family. She also adged, 

"Generally the parents of the students are illiterate and they can not help their 

children in doing mathematics. The girls are forbidden to go out and to be 

socialize, thus they cannot get help from others to solve their mathematical 
• 

problems. The boys can easily get the help from other educated p,eople of the 
~. 

village. Moreover, the parents of a girl always think that their daughter will get 

marry very soon and will go to her husband's house. So her study is not 

important at all. As a result, the girls are not serious about their study". When 

she was asked, "Why did you rebuke a girl for her physical size and merit?" She 

felt very uneasy at this question and said, "Yes it happells sometimes in my 

dass. I want 10 leach them so lhat I rebuke them. In spite of being a teacher, I 

am a human being and cannot control myself always. So I rebuke them with 

their physical size and merit. I know it is quite a wrong process. " 

In order to remedy the gap she suggested that the POs could give them proper 

instructions in this regard. She also added that the issue might be discussed in 

the basic training, refreshers training, office meeting and even ill parents 

meetings. She again said if the steps is taken from the head office all the organ 

of BRAC Education Programme (BEP) can follow the instructions at a time 

which may helpful to remedy the problem. 
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The researcher asked another teacher, Sahera Begum, "Why do you ask more 

questions to the boys and give them more opportunities?" "Because the boys are 

curious and quick in doing mathematical problems"-she answered. "Everyday I 

take five classes continuollsly, then I become very tired. In this situation, I call 

boys to the board and ask questions to them. They can answer correctly and 

quickly. When I get tired, I do not want to hear a wrong answer. Generally the 

girls do incorrect answer. I cannot control myself and I become angry and 

threat them. Thus I ask questions to the good students, who are generally boys" 

C' ~T.'!)l<!> 1::q., ~t~ "1i1>---u-r ~T'"f coT".it I cfl~lT.QJ cfl,!)~T.~l ~T'"f Y"'n:~ 

~ ~nz ~ ~ I cfl~ ~rn (.>H.{jI."T'!'l ~ ~ '!'5TIrT "'fIT'?f -.n, 

<til 1>11?t C>:('81 1'81 ""1T?t1?f ~ -.:rP..:r I cfl ~ C~<:e>j{."1 '!1 <:<1> ?f~ m ~ '51C'f 

... tTr.~") . 

"That means, you agreed that the girls are deprived in your class"- the 

researcher commented. "Sometimes"-she replied. Then she told an interesting 

point that the female teachers are not friendly with the girls. When the 

icsearcher asked, "Why?" She replied, "the situation of the female teachers are 

not mu'ch different in the society than that of the girls in the classroom. They 

are als'o deprived in their own family. So, they bear a feelings that the girls are 

inferior to the boys." Like the others. the teacher also felt that in order to 

remedy the gap, instructions should come from the head office. 
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The Case Studies 

Six students were selected for case study. They were different in characteristics. 

The findings of the case studies arc presented below. 

Case-l 

Moni and Bilkis are siblings. Both of them read in class III in two different 

BRAe schools. Of them, the brother is the older and he is the best boy in his 

class but the sister is an average student. The researcher discussed the research 

lSSUi;; with their father and grandmother at their prescnce. The father is about 70 

years old. At the beginning the researcher asked him about the education of his 
4 

children. He seemed very inspired in talking about Moni, "My son Moni is a 
". very good student. I have told him to study regularly so that he can secured the 

first position in his class" ("<:i1I"'II?1 ~ ~<f ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~~, 

·\5-~H::-<:i "t\';:>TC"'f?<J <t>-~Rl:, <rn:w <t>n"~TT ~ on ?tftr""1"). The old man also 

added, "I have also told him that he has no work at all without study." Mozibor 

acknowledged that he didn't do any work in his family except marketing. "I go 

to market with my father and brothers"- said Moni. 

Thcn thc researcher asked the father about Bilkis. He was found depressed for 

somc while and thcH said, "She is a girl and growing up. She will be married 

any time and will be settled to her husband's house. For this, I don't take care 

of her study hut she goes to school" ("Q'f ~ "'lJI'fi1 f.!Il"-""1w, Q'f \ST!lf~ 

"!inn %->r-r;'\'!)-c~,<:>fffir '\'!)I~ ""'f~TCC'f~H! 0!> .... 1., ~~ c~, w~ Q'f ~~-cq 

·"n~"). Bilkis was asked whether she docs any work for her family. Mozibor was 

trying to reply in favor of Bilkis but she stopped him and said loudly, "I help 

my mother in all domestic works. I bring water, clean the yard, wash the dishes 

and help mother in her work but Mozihor doesn't do any work. My parents a.lso 

don't tell him to do any work" ("~ ~~ -:if<'f ~ ~l1l:""?r "11"'<:1"'1J <t>ftr I 
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~ r~ ?!1T"'T '~f, -@Ui"'f ~ C\.·f~, o.IT"'fl<lP'"i '1. ~ i.£l <l'~ '5f-~J '<l>1"'f '8 '<r>~ I 

~ C<r>r., <f>~~ <!>~ I cn"'f-~'8 '!>IT.~ C<1"t"'f ~n;-.~ ~"'!1"). She was 

saying again and again that Moni didn't do any house hold work." 

"Why do you tell only to your daughter to do domestic works"-the researcher 

asked the father. The grandmother was surprised at this question and replied, 

"What are you telling? She is a girl. If she doesn't learn domestic works, will 

anyone marry her'?" ("i.£l~ ~1~ ~ ~? r..", ~G"f ~1'!.11 f.<'lt-"'.l'!l, 

~ ~-vr ""~~5f <1"t15f ~ "'fT e><11:'?i;. '!l1'fl'r ~ c-:1"-% ~ ~ <!>5f1<'r'?"). 

Bilkis told that she helped her mother ill household wOTks but sIte was not 

allowed to go Lo marketplace. Then the researcher asked Moni, "Who is good in 

mathematics between Bilkis and you"? Moni said that Bilkis was good in 

mathematics when she was in class n. She is performing poorer day hy day. 

Rilkis added, "J do not understand mathematics very well. Sometimes Moni tries 

to teach me but I do not understand." Moni said that Bilk is generally copies 

from his mathematics khata. Moni was asked, "Why is Bilkis poor in 

mathematics?" "I don't know the real causes of it. It may because that she is not 

involve,Q in sh~pping. Moreover, I help my father and brothel' in accounting and 

hudgeting of our family but Bilkis has no involvement in it"-said Moni. 

At the time of departure, the old man requested the researcher to pray for his 

son and also promised to ensure economic support for his study. He had not any 

such commitment or any expectation for Bilkis. 

Case-II 

It is a story of a girl named Sumi who is very good in mathematics. She has two 

brothers but no sisters. She is thc only girl in hcr family who is involved III 

sdwoling. Her LIther is a shopkeeper. She doesn't go 10 market but goes to 

nearby shops, if necessary. She has no certain duty in her family. "Sumi doesn't 
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do any domestic work in the time of her study. I don't impose any duty to her"

said her mother. Sumi's parents cannot help her in study but her father takes 

care of her study regularly. Sumi was asked, "Who are good in mathematics III 

your class?" "The hoys, the girls fear mathematics, They are not attentive in 

mathematics class, They laugh, gossip or make noise in the cJass"-she said. 

"Why are the girls not attentive in mathematics class?"- she was 'asked again. 

She replied that t,hey were inattentive in the class because of their weakness in 

mathematics. 

"What steps should be taken to make the girls good in mathematics"- Sumi .was 

asked by the researcher. She kept silent for sometime and said, "The main 

problem exists in the family. Most of the parents recognise that there is no 

nectssity of study for their daughters. They don't give proper opportunities for 
" 

their daughters but the sons get those. Most of the girls of our class can not get . ~. 

proper help from their family. In this situation, if they can manage time to study 

they read BangIa or other easy subjects but not mathematics. In mathematics, 

they try to copy from the khata of other students ("<fI."'; ~xt>jJ 1\51 "5f~ <11~C\!), 

T.<'r~'5lq on""i-~ ~ ~ "'>TI1 'flIC'1.,l ""i\!? 1C:":.zI~ '11l~11l ~. ~ 

-':>1 -;;T ~I 'S{ll C'JG ~i ~ '1 \\0 TG-C'J~ r'St "'1. <:.~ '''1 '1'1 H{l, 'Rr>~~ ~Tr~'t: ""t'<i1 VfJl~ 'on I 

~TG"'f-~ ~rr-rn c<qf"I~<::Sl'>l "Xl1nlT-$l~ ~ c~ ~ >j1:.zI~J "'11{l~1 
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Sumi's parents were very much optimistic about her. "We will help her in study 

as she wants"- said Sumi's father. When the researcher asked him whether he 

will arrange her marry very soon, he replied that he was not willing to do so. 

"Sumi is my only daughter. I will help her to study as she desires"-said the man 

elatedly. 
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Case-III 

It is a tale of another pan of brother and sister named Tapos and Shima who 

read in class TIl in a BRAC schoo!. Shima is older than Tapos. The teacher of 

their school informed that Shima was good in mathematics when she was tn 

class II. Now she is doing bad day by day. 

It was discovered with the discussion of their parents that none of them had to 

work at home; Now their parents find that the daughter is getting older, so she 

needs to learn some household work for the hetterment of her future. She has to 

obey some rules now. So, in the present day, she is not permitted to go out, but 

outing is not a problem for the son. 

"If Tapos reads attentively, he will get a better job in the long run"-said Tapos's 

mother. Then she was asked about her motive on Shima's education. She said, 

" If she studies regularly she will be fit for getting a suitable bride". Shima was 

prese~"t there .and she became very angry, "You have nothing to say without this 

one? I will never marry" ("C\!iI>:(I'tl ~~ '(3 ~~ ~ ~ C"<1"'T"T ~'\!fT~? , 

H was seen that most of the parents of the female students of BRAC school t:: 

impose a thinking of marriage to their daughter's mind from the very beginning 

of their life. This creates a complex to the girls, which demotivate them not to 

study much. "I go to market with my father and help him to sell cane-goods"-

said Tapos when he was asked, "Do you go to market?" 
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Case-IV 

Era and Ratul are uterine sister and brother. Like the other cases, Era is poorer 

in maths than Ratul. They read in class III in a BRAe school. Of. them, Ratul is 

elder than Era. 

The researcher talked with their mother and the elder sister. Their mother 

informed that Ratul cut grass for. their cows regularly. Moreover, he goes to 

market and buys and sells necessary goods. "I finish my work first. Then I play 

with my friends for a very short time. After that I read attentively"-Ratul said. 

When Era was asked about her study time she was silent, however her mother 

said that there was no fixed time of her study. The mother, the elder sister and 

Ratul came to all agreement and said that Era was very much f~nd of jilaying 

and gossiping. Ratul added, "In a mathematics class Era was laughing and 

gossiping with another three girls. The teacher forbade them but failed to stop 

them. Then the teacher beat the four girls." 

It was known that one girl who is a classmate of Era live next to their house. 

Era passes her maximum time with that girl. They gossip and play all day long 

but both of them are very much unwilling to go to market. Era has no barrier to 

go to the nearby shop. 

Ratul told the researcher, "Sir, J will go to Dhaka for my study." The researcher 

praised him cordially. His mother became very pleasant for his desire. "We will 

give him money for study by hook or by crook"-she said. "What about Era?"

lhe mother was asked. She was seen depressed at this question and hesitated to 

say that they were willing to give money for Era. also. At this stage the elder 

sister of Era became active and said to her mother, "You are not telling true. 

Some days ago you have told Era that you will give her marry when she will be 

able to write a letter." The mother became silent. Ratul informed that Era was 

good in mathematics before but now she is unwilling to do mathematics. 
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Case- V 

It is a story of a girl named Nira, who is very poor in mathematics. She is a 

student of class III in a BRAC school. She looks younger comparable to her peer 

group. She has another brother who reads in class II in a different BRAC school. 

Nira has no barrier to go to market but she has no desire to be there. The 

n.:seardler wanted to talk to her mother about Nira but she was very mudl 

willing to say about her son Shipahi, who reads in class II. 

"My Shipahi is very good in study. I go to his school regularly to talk to the 

teacher. The teacher told me that Shipahi was very good in study"- she was 

looked very delighted in talking about her son. The mother also mentioned that 

the t~aeher didn't say her anything about Nira, whether she is good or not. 

However, she knows that Nira is not good as Shipahi. Nira was very silent but 

young Shipahi was very curious to talk to the researcher. 

Durin~ classroom observation the researcher saw that Nira was very silent in 

mathematics classes. She didn't talk to the teacher about any mathematical , 

problem. Moreover, she was not willing to go to the board. "Sometimes Nira 

ketip herself absent [rom the school when I go OUI"- Ihe mother said. "Moreover, 

she helps me in domestic works"- she added. 

The mother has no tension about Nira's study. She informed that Nira was never 

good in mathematics, also she had no headache at this. Her attitude reflected in 

her voice. "Nira is a girl and I am looking for a bride for her. If she were a boy 

I would have tried to support her study. I expect much to my shipahi, he will 

study and will earn money for a better future for us·'- said the mother. 
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Casc- VI 

It is a tale of two uterine brother and sister, Romesh and Rani. They are twins 

ano hoth of them read in class III in a BRAe School. Like other cases, Rani is 

poorer in mathematics than Romesh. Rani has no involvement in such kind of 

activities that requires mathematics knowledge. She washes dishes, clean yards, 

<111<1 sometimes helps her father in making cane-goods. Their mother also 

acknowledged that her daughter generally help her in domestic works. She also 

said, "Rani doesn't go to market, because we do not allow her to go there". On 

the other hand, Romesh goes to market regularly and outing is not a problem for 

him. Her view was not different from Romesh. 

"We expect that Romesh wilt study regularly and will get a suitable job so that , 
he can look after us in the long run" ("<:q1~'S11 'GfT41 ~f~ ~. ~~"'f '~T~n;<T .... 

At the time of classroom observation, it was seen that Rani was not willing in 

doing mathematics. rather she has tendency to copy from Romesh. As Rani was 

not permitted to go outside, she had very little out knowledge. She was not 

doing a normal behavior with her teacher. On the other hand, Romesh is very 

cleaver and behaves' normally with his teacher. The researcher observed that 

Romsh was very active in his classroom. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusion 

'Although the gaps became narrower in many developed countries, like other 

under developed countries, the lives of boys and girls are highly differentiated 

Bangladesh. Unfortunately, like many other social, cultural and economical 

aspects, the girls arc lag bchind boys in mathcmatics achievement. A series of 

studies confirmed that the girls do not score as high as their peer boys do in 

mathematics (Suklhankar, 1999: Bero, 1993, Chowdhuryet al, 1992, 

Southerland. 19R9). Steps have been taken in many developed countries to 

narrow down the gender gap in science and mathemiltic8. Nevertheless, the 

probl~m exists In many countries including Bangladesh. Bangladesh, a 

developing country of South Asia, rcmaining a high level of illiteracy. However, 

the gender gap in enrolment at primary level disappeared recently (Chowdhury 

et aI, 1998). 

In early ,1992, gender difference in mathematics of the Bangladeshi children was , 
unfolded for the first time (Chowdhury et ai, 1992). The study was conducted to 

assess the basic educational level of the chi Idren of aged 11-12 years. After this, 

the gender difference in mathematical knowledge of Bangladeshi children was 

identified through many otller studies. Some of these portrayed the situation at 

national level and some on a specific type of school, for instance BRAC's non

formal schools (Nath et aI, 2000, 1998, 1996; Khan, 1995). These studies did 

not make any attempt to find out the causes behind the problem. As the women 

are the most vulnerable section in our country, they are the targeted 

bcneficiaries of all thc dcvelopment programmes of BRAC. Thus, the gcnder 

difference in mathematics in BRAC schools is badly unexpected to its 

orgallIsers. The present study is dedicated to find out the causes behind gender 

difference in mathematics in BRAe schools. Being the first study in exploring 

the canses hehind gender difference in mathematics in Bangladesh, t.here was no 

much scope of literature review in this regard. 
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For this study, observation, interview and case study methods were used. These 

techniques are widely used in qualitative research study. Mathematics classes 

were observed continuously for two weeks to know the classroom culture. 

Attitude of the teachers to boys and girls, attitude of the students to 

mathematics, the curiosity of the boys and girls to mathematics and other related 

issues wcre parts of observation. This method was very helpful to know the 

nature and causes of the problem. The views of the teachers, the Programme 

Organisers (POs), a trainer lmd a Team-in-Charge (TIC) were explored through 

interviews. Different checklists were used for the interviews. Moreover, the 

researcher asked questions from different points of view according to the 

discussions with the interviewees. The interviewees were motivated to give 

suggestions to remedy the gender gap in mathematics according to their 

t:xpt:rit:nce. Without interview method it was not possible. Case study"'method 

helped the researcher to know the inside causes of the problem, existed in the 

family of the students. The cases were different in nature. ~o, it was possible to 

find out the causes from different points of view. Nonetheless. there was a scope 

to arrange a focus group discussion (FGD) but that was not arranged'. FGD 

method is very much helpful in finding out causes behind any problem through 

the discussions of the conccrncd pcoplcs. It also providcs suggcstions to rcmedy 

the problem. Howt:vt:r, such technique was not utilised in this study. 

Observation of the monthly refreshers training session was a technique for 

collecting data. In that training session, a good number of BRAC schoolteachers 

were present. If the FGD arranged in that session, that might he fruitful for the 

study. The researcher felt that the checklists and methodologies, which were 

used for the classroom observation and interviews might be more appropriate. 

TJ.is \vas hard to do for the researcher because there were no available 

literatures in this regard that could help him to indicate proper guidelines for 

the study. rvloreover, it was the first study for the researcher. That was a barrier 

also. The nature of the study was a qualitative one, although some quantitative 

data were used here. The quantitative data were used to select the sample 

schools. The data were recorded through words, sentences and dialogues, The 
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researcher tried to collect data in local dialect of the respondents. However, the 

data had to be recorded with much care. The researcher used some of those in 

the report keeping in minds that it might help the readers to understand the 

ac.tual expression of the interviewee. 

It was assumed previously that the girls would lead the mathematics classes in 

BRAC schools because of their majority. Again, it is a fact iII BRAC schools 

that the gids are the leaders of smitll groups of students. Despite, they were not 

found at all in leading position in the observed BRAC schools. The behavior of 

the teacher influenced in it. It was seen that the teachers understand 

mathematics enough to teach the students. Moreover, they have enough qualities 

to make understand the students. The problem was in different stages. The 

teachers were very much friendly in teaching the hoys but not the girls. 

Sometimes, they were rude to the girls. As female, they were also deprived in 

thelf own families. They bear the concept of the society that the boys are 
.,\, 

superior to the' girls. This might be a probable cause of such behavior of the 

teacher~. Besides, the girls didn't bear the qualities to lead the classes. One 

possible cause may be the inferiority complex of the girls that they learned from 

their family. The girls an; deprived in their family. So, they can't achieve the 

mentality to take the leadership. Behavior of the teachers adds with this. It was 

expected that the teachers would learn how to behave equally and how to make a 

student active in order to teach equally. However, it was not the case. If the 

teachers tried t.o influence the girls to make them active and interested they 

might be benefited. Sadly, the teachers of BRAC schools were not found doing 

so. The responsibilities, obeyed by the POs were found uncongenial in 

eradicating gender gap in mathematics in BRAC schools but it was expected. 

The POs were working towards smooth operation of the schools and that was 

appropriate to quality education. They were found ignorant about gender 

difference in mathematics so they didn't take any step to remove the gender gap. 

Besides, they were not informed from the head office in this regard. The role of 

the TIC was not difference from the POs in eradicating gender gap 1ll 
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mathematics. However, since the BRAC schools were dedicated to ensure 

quality primary education for the students, who are deprived in the society, the 

schools couldn't ensure congenial study situation for the girls to do good in 

mathematies as their peer boys. The girls were found weak in mathematics. 

Their inferior position in family is a great cause of it and even in school they 

were deprived. That means, the teachers, the POs, the TIC,· the trainer and other 

authorities of scllool were found ignorant about gender difference in 

mathematics. This is why they didn't take any step to remedy the gap. They will 

be informed precisely to solve the problem. 

It was seen that the girls kept them absence from the school, because, they \vere 

to involve in household works. The girls cook rice for all members .of the 

family, wash the dishes and take care of their siblings in absence of their 

mothers. Besides, they help their parents in harvesting crops. As a result, they 

cannot maintain the regularity in schools. Other studies also found the same 

(Sudarshan. 2000, Sinha. 1997, and Chowdhury et ai, 1997). It was an important 

finding of this study that the boys deprived the girls in the mathematics c~asses. 

The boys didn't want to give any chance to the girls to participate in the 

classroom activitics. Though the girls were the leaders of different groups, the 

boys dominated the classroom activities. They collected and distributed khatas, 

"opened common. box, cleaned blackboard and "followed every order of the 

teacher. Sometimes, they made fun with themselves about the girls. Similar 

findings were found in another study (Relich, 1996). This study found that the 

boys were more confident than their peer gitis, but one study conducted in the 

southwest region of Sydney did not find any difference of confidence among 

boys and girls (Relich, 1996). Socioeconomic and educational difference 

between Bangladesh and Australia might be the cause of such variation. 

Australia is one of the countries of developed world, besides, Bangladesh, a 

conntry of third world lags far behind Australia in every aspects of education. 

So, both the two findings might be relevant in their respective socio-economic 

perspectives. 
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· .. __ . __ .: ...... . 

Another important finding of the study is that the girls were deprived in their 

family to a great extent. The parents preferred their son than daughter in every 

aspects of life. They took care of the boys by providing enough time for their 

stlldy. !vIoreover, money was not a problem for their son. The parents were also 

ready to continue such help. The situation was totally reverse for the girls. The 

parents send their daughters to school keeping In mind that they would be able 

10 writc a leUer, which would hclp lhcm to get a better bride. This finding has 

an analogy with another studies (Sudarshan, 2000; chowdhury et at, 1997 and 

Khan, 1995). It was observed that the teachers admonish the girls more in the 

classrooms. They rebuke the girls with their physical size and their inability in 

doing maths. 

It was found III this study that the girls were treated as girls ill the family as 

well as in the mathematics classes. They were not permitted to behave as their 

peer boys did. They were not allowed to go to marketplace and to communicilte 

with pep,ple, o~tside of their family. So, the girls couldnot explore their 

potentiality to a full extent, which resulted low performance in mathematics 

achievement. Tllis finding has a consistency with existing literature (Sinha, 

2000). 

It is ref1ected in the present study that the teachers expected better performance 

from the boys. Another study got the same result too (Gutbezahl J, 

ERTC/CSMEE data base article 380279). When a girl failed to do a math, the 

teacher invited a boy to correct it. Thus, the girls always found that boys are 

doing correct, however, there were available girls to do so. This decreased girls 

(;oflfidtnce (Khan, 1995). 

It was found in this study that in the mathematics class the girls did not work 

graduallv in order to solve any mathematical problem rather they waste their 

time by gossiping and doing unnecessary works. This finding is not analogy 

with another finding of a study (Rlich, 1996). One possible explanation of the 
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difference between the two findings can be that the two studies we're conducted 

in two different areas with different socio-economic status. It was found that the 

difference between boys and girls in achieving mathematics is increasing 

gradually from elementary level to further level. The girls who were poor in 

mathematics in grade I, became poorer in grade II and III. This was not 

happened for the boys, rathcr they did better day by day. In this way, the 

difference increased gradually. This finding is supported by another study 

conducted in BRAe school graduates (Nath, 1998). The teachers were primarily 

responsible for the elimination of such difference, however, they cuoldn't do it. 

The dropout rate was high for the girls. It was another important finding of the 

present study. Early marriage was the main cause of such drop out. This finding 

has an analogy with another literature done in India (Sudarshan, 2000). The 

similarity of the two findings is because of the similar status of girl's e~ucation 

in Bangladesh and India. 

[n conclusion it can be said that this study explored the specific causes behind 

gender differences in mathematics achievements in BRAe schools. These causes 

are as follows: 

1. The girls of BRAe schools are deprived in their own family. As a result 

they can not achieve qualities to behave as the.ir peer boys. They become 

timid and shy as their parents and society want. The inside weakness of 

the girls is a big problem in achieving mathematics to a satisfactory level. 

2. The BRAe schools can not help the girls to over come their weakness 

rather the girls arc deprived in BRAe schools also. The teachers, POs and 

0ther rdatcd authorities arc still ignorant about the problem. So, they can 

nOI help the girls to bring them up to the mark. 

3. The girls are involved in such type of activities, which do not require 

calculation. They are not permitted to go to market. So, mathematics 

becomes an abstract subject to the girls and they fear it from the very 

beginning. 
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4. The parents send their daughters to schools to make them able to write 

communication letters. if the girls achieve this quality they will get 

suitable bride - is a common thinking of their parents. They transmit this 

idea to their daughters off and on. So, the girls do not take mathematics 

seriously. 

5. The girls help their parents in household activities to a great extent. So, 

they can not managc enough lime to study. Moreover, they keep them 

absent from schools off and on because of their family problem. 

6. The BRAe head office didn't take any step to remedy the problem. As a 

result, the problem exists now and the gap is increasing day by day. 
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Recommendations 

In order to remedy the existing gender gap in mathematics achievement in 

DRAC schools the following are the recommendations based on the findings of 

(his s (udy. 

I. Prepare a guideline that would help the teachers, POs and the trainers to 

behave equ:llly to the students of both sexes. 

2. The issues related to gender imbalance in academic performance should 

be discussed in the training at all levc1s. Special emphasis on this issue 

should be given ill the monthly refrcsher's training. Ask the tcachers to 

find practical strategy for the elimination of such gap. 

3. Meeting of the parent-teacher association should be used to. create 

awareness of the parents. '\. 

4. Tt should be a common agenda for the POs during their academic 

supervision. 

5. The Monitoring Dcpartmcnt and the Research and Evaluation Division of 

BRAC can undertake short and long-term studies on the issue. The 

findings should be disseminated to the POs during their meeting and to 

the teachers' through monthly refreshers' training. 
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Annexures 

Annex-l Questionnaire 
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Annex-2: Marks obtained by each of the students of four schools 

Name of the school: SI 
Achieved Scores Name or the Girls Achieved Scores 

________ ·-0 _. _________ _ 

S IB 3 50 S I G 3 46 _._--------_.-----_ ..... _--_._- ----------_._-._- _ .. _----_ .. -. __ . -.---.- -- ------_._----_._--_.-
SlB 4 52 SlG4 50 

1--- ----- --- -- ----... -----------------.--

f------~-:-----I --- ¥4-----r-·---~~~·&_---·-- -'-" : ~ '. 
S IB 7 50 S I G 7 43 

SlB9 42 SlG9 24 
SlBl0 37 SIG IO 25 

S,B'2 26 SlG12 30 
:=-",SlB 13 I 46 I Sl G B _ 14 __ 
. ____ --1:.... ____ . ________ . __________ 1 ___ ~l.Q.l1 ____ ----SL§---.-----1 
.. _ .. _. ______ ._._. _____________ ~_--_r Sl G 1 5 3 5 __ 

S1G16 33 
r-.----------r--------------~----~~~----T_-------~ 

SlG17 32 
~---------------- -----------~ 

- SIG nl 24 -.--.-.--.---------.--.-----------------.--.-- ----------t-.-.-----.------.--
SlGI9 34 

~~~~_--_~_-==~_~=_ =~_-=~~=~·~=-~_=L~=-==S~Q; 0 ~~-._I~=-~f3:~~-~J 
Mean = 50.30 Mean =37.10 

Difference of the means = 13.20 
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Name of the School: S2 

IN"'''' 0' lh, Bo" 
Achieved Scores Name of the Girls Achieved Scores --_. __ ._------'-'---'--

S2H l 37 S2G l 54 

SzB z ---- 42 SzGz 30 
I SZH3 29 SzG3 33 t __ . S2B1... ____ 28 SzG4 43 
~ ____ S 2lh... ___ 27 SzG s . 46 

S2B 6 29 SzG 6 23 
S2B 7 45 SzG7 34 
SZB 8 46 S2G 8 17 
S2B 9 51 SzG9 13 
S2B I0 52 S2G IO 25 
StB II 44 SzG ll 23 --
SZB I2 43 S2G 12 37 
S2B 13 53 SzG 13 46 

SzG 14 36 
S2G 1S 30 
SZG I6 07 • 
S2G I7 -36 ". 

Mean = 40.40 Mean =31.40 

DiHerence or the means = 9.00 
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Name of the school = Sl 

Name of the Boys Achieved Scores Name of jhl~ Girls Achieved Scores 
----------~ - -

SJB] 74 S3 G ] 60 
8 3B2 75 S3 G2 36 
8 3B 3 35 8 3G 3 61 r-----
8,B4 GO S,G4 44 .. _- -
8 3 B_1 78 8 3G\ 45 - -- ------------
S38 6 90 S,G 6 G2 -
8 38 7 45 S3 G 7 37 
3 3D 8 58 S3 G 8 51 -----_. 
S3 B 9 H S3 G9 23 
S3D 10 68 S3 G l0 32 
8 31'3 11 58 S3 G li 28 
S3D 12 58 S3 G 12 96 
S3B 13 70 S3G ]3 76 . 

S3 G 14 40 
S3 G 15 L 54 r--- -
S3 G 16 64 

f---
S3G ) 7 57 --

I 
S3Gl~ 41 

--.-l __ S3G I9 90 -
,\, , Mean=61. 70 Mean=52.47 

, 
Difference of the means = 9.37 
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Name of the school = S4 

--
Name of the Bovs Achieved Scores Name of the Girls Achieved Scores 

S4B l 51 S4G l 46 -
S~B2 46 S~G2 58 -
S48 3 82 S4 G 3 46 
S~B4 46 S4 G 4 ,45 
S48 5 27 S4 G S 18 
S4 B 6 34 S4G 6 10 
S4D 7 78 S4G 7 33 
S18 8 37 S4G 8 43 
S48 9 17 S4G 9 20 
S4B,0 40 S4G,0 52 
S4B li 57 S4 G ll 70 
S4B'2 66 S4G J2 27 r-- S4 B 13 55 S4 G 13 56 

S4G l4 24 
S4 G 15 37 .'1 

S4G 16 48 --------------_.- -, ._-- ----49---... -'-
S4G 17 

I ____ . ____________ ,. __ , ,_. ________________ , __ ________ 8 4_~L ____ 46 ---_ .. _._-----
1'1can==48_90 Mean=40.40 

Differ-ence of the means = 8.50 
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*** N.B. 

SIB 1 
S IB3 
S IB5 

indicates Moni 
indicates Jony 
ndicatcs Ali 

S 1 B8 indicates Rony; 
S 1 G 1 indicates Sumi 
SlG14 indicates Nira 

S2B 1 indicates Romesh 
S2B 13 indicates Tapos 
S2G7 indicates Goya 
S2G 16 indicates Mira 

S3B 1 indicates Kabul 
'''S3B5 indicates Roki 
. S3G 18 indicates Era 
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S1B2 
S IB4 
SIB7 
SlBll 
S IGII 

S2B7 
S2G3 
S209 

indicates Bony 
indicates Ani 
indicates Robi 

indicates Subash 
indicates Rumi 

indicates Madhob 
indicates Sita 

indicates Maya 

S3B2 indicates Abul 
S3G17 indicates Shipra 
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Anncx-3: Checklist for observing the mathematics classes 

Checklist for observing the mathematics class 

1. Teacher's attitude towards girls: 
Whelher the teacher treats the girls inferior 10 boys in general. 

2. Presentation skill of the teacher: 
a. Ability of making subject easier to the slow students-is there any 

discrimination in his/her performance! 
h. Ability of giving examples-is it unbiased in respect of gender? 

3.Evaluation skill of the teacher: 
Style of questioning, checking class works and home task-is there 

any discrimination? 
4. Participation of the classroom activities: 

a. Who are more participatory in the class? 
b. Who are the leaders in the small group activities? 

5. Classroom control: 
a. How the tcachcr maintains attention of the students? • 
b. Uses of reward and punishment -are those biased in respef,t of 

gender? 
6. Curiosity of the students: 

3. Who are more curios about the mathematical problems-boys or 
girls? (Proportionately) 

b. Who fears mathematics more-boys or girls? 
c. Arc they do home (llsk regularly-number of boys and girls? 

7. Attendance of the students: 
Is there any difference in attendance of the students? 

8.Motivation skill of the teacher: 
How teacher praises, inspires or reinforces? Is it unbiased? 

9. Overall bchavior of the tcacher: 
a. Biased/Unbiased (towards ............. ). 
h. Friendly/Rude (towards ................. ). 
c. Autocratic/Democratic (towards ......... ). 
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Annex-4: Checklist for the interview of the teachers 

1. How long have you been working as a teacher? 
2. Do you know that here is gender difference in mathematics in your 

school? 
3. If you know, when did you come to know it and how? 
4. According to you, in what level the problem exist? 
5. What sleps have you laken 10 solve lhe problem? 
6. What are the obstacles to take steps to tackle the situation? 
7. What more steps should be taken? 
8. If you do not know ahout the gender difference in mathematics in your 

school, why did you not m,lfk it? 
9. Are you satisfied with the performance of girl students in the mathematics 

class? 
10. According to you, what are the probable causes behind gender difference 

in mathematics? 
11. How the causes can be remedied? 
12. Tn the refreshers training or in the basic teachers tralnlllg, is there any 

discussion about a gender difference? Tell about the discussion. 
\3. Do you think that the inferior position of the girls in mathematics 

changeable? 
14. Specific questions on the observations recorded in the mathematics 

classes according to checklist. 
15. What were the conditions of slow girl students in earlier classes (class I 

& II)? 
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1\lIlIex-5: Chl'cklist for the interview ofthe programme Organisers ~rO's) 

). How long have you been \vorking as a PO'? 
2. Do you know about the gender difference in mathematics'! 
3. 'Nl1cn did you come 0 know it and how? 
4. What steps have you been taken to remedy the gap? 
5. What more steps should be taken? 
6. Arc there any obstacles to take steps? ""That ,Ire the problems? . 
7. According to you, what are the causes behind gender difference in mathematics? . 
8. How tIl(: causes can be.:: remedie.::d? 
9. Did you inform your higher authority ahout the gender difference? 
10. If you do not know about gender difference, why have you not marked thai'? 
I 1. Are you satisfied with the peric)!manee ofthe teacht.1"8? 
12. In what stage the prohlem exist? 
U. Do you mind that the inferior position of the girls in mathematics unchangeable? 
14. In the time of your training, were there any discussions about the gender difference in 

societal aciivities, in education and specially in maths? If yes, what were the discussions? 

,. 
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